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February, 1989

To the reader:
Today, millions of childre and their families face circumstances which threaten their immediate wellbeing and put them at risk of long-term disadvantage and a bleak future. This society cannot afford
from either an ethical or economic perspective to ignore this situation.

A little over a year ago, out of a deeply felt concern for these children and families and a conviction
that more effective help would result if people-serving systems worked together on their behalf,
NASBE launched its Joining Forces initiative

We have been gratified by the response of our colleagues in the education community and our
counterparts in human services, whose readiness to join with us is testament to their own concern and
commitment. It has also been heartening to learn of the collaboration already underway in many states
and communities. Although for the most part limited in scale, these endeavors affirm that institutions
can work together in important and effective ways.
The challenge ahead is to translate this early experience and support for the principle of collaboration
into new practices and new partnerships among schools and social welfare agencies throughout the
country. We look forward to working with you to meet that challenge.

Gene Wilhoit
Executive Director
National Association of State
Boards of Education

Roseann Bentley
President
National Association of State
Boards of Education

The National Association of State Boards of
Education gratefully acknowledges the
financial support for its Joining Forces
initiative received from The Ford
Foundation, The Joyce Foundation, The
Prudential Foundation, and The Johnson
Foundation.
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Joining Forces I
linking Education and Human Services to Help
Children and Families At Risk
An Urgent Problem
In the American dream, education has always been
an entree to good
seen as the pathway to success
jobs, stable homes, and fulfulling lives. But today, for
millions of children and their families, the path is
strewn with obstacles and the dream seems beyond
reach.
Of the children entering school in 1988, one in four
was born into poverty, half a million were born to
teen parents, over half will at some point live with

only one parent in households that are prone to
poverty and stress Adding to these risks are
widespread substance abuse, inadequate health care,
and a lack of affordable housing that leads to
overcrowding and, at the extreme, homelessness.
Often, a family confronts many of these circumstances
simultaneously, dramatically increasing the degree of
risk and the complexity of solutions.
Research increasingly points to a demonstrable and
fundamentally troubling correlation between risk
factors such as these and educational achievement. If
present patterns hold, at least twentyfive percent of
America's young people will not graduate from high
school, and those who live in urban areas or who
come from poor families face even more dice
prospects. In an economy that demands everincreasing knowledge and skills to command a place
in the job market, that future is no future at all.
The plight of these children and their families
reminds us daily of the inefficacy of current efforts to
help those trapped by poverty, broken homes, and
lack of education to overcome disadvantage and
achieve the success of the dream.
People-serving systems generally are not positioned
to respond to early warning signs, but react only when
there is failure or crisis when it is much more
difficult and much more expensive to achieve success.
When these systems do intervene, their objectives are

often narrow and modest most of what is done is
intended only to relieve the most extreme
mamf stations of the crisis. There are few procedures
or people to serve as bridges, to identify those in need
and assure that they are aware of and have access to
the resources which do exist. Program definitions,
eligibility rules and financing patterns li:nit
organizational actions and perspectives to a narrow
focus. Systems essentially function in isolation from

one another, and virtually none sees the individual or
the family unit as a whole, with all its interrelated
problems and strengths.
Administrators and line-level staff throughout the
major people-serving systems on which Joining
Forces focuses education, welfare, and child
welfare
are well aware of the growing chasm
between the enormous and complex problems of
today and what the systems as presently configured
are able to do to help. Schools alone cannot
compensate for the disadvantage created by troubled
homer and troubled communities. Welfare and social
services may momentarily mitigate a crisis, but cannot
promise a hopeful future to those who lack abilities
demanded by the job market
The gap between what these systems presently can
do and what they want to do is driving individual
reform efforts in all sectors. This change is critical, yet
in itself, it will not be enough. To have an impact on
the problems of poverty, to help recapture the dream,
the various systems must fundamentally change both
the way they operate and the way they relate to one
another.

A Moment of Opportunity
The convergence of reform in all of the peopleserving systems presents a moment of unique
opportunity in which to pursue a collaborative
agenda.

During dines of change, institutional patterns tend
to be less rigid, and people are more willing to
consider fresh possibilities. Admittedly, the
uncertainty and instability that accompany change
create tension, and change in itself absorbs a great deal
of energy. But the mere fact that attention is focused
somewhere other than on the demands of daily
routine brings a potential openness to new ideas.
This is also a propitious time for collaboration
because education and human services face common
challenges as they try to help the same people and
respond to the same problems. Moreover, the goals
that each system is setting for its own reform effort
cannot be fully realized alone, but depend on
complementary action by one or more other sectors.
Family crises and the conditions of poverty must be
alleviated if children are to concentrate in the
classroom; children must succeed in the classroom if
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they are one day to support themselves and avoid
long-term dependency.
The changes that are being proposed also will have
effects, both predictable and unanticipated, across
sectors. These implications need to be addressed
jointly and systematically to maximize chances of
success and minimize negative rerercussions on
people. Given cross-system impacts and mutual
dependence in striving to azhieve goals, collaboration
in fact is in the systems' own self-interest.
Welfare reform offers a good case in point.
Preventing multi-generational dependency, a
fundamental goal of reform, means that children must
receive a good education. Reform is destined to fail if,
at the same time the welfare system is helping parents
on the road to self-sufficiency, their children are
dropping out of school and coming onto the rolls.
There are immediate cross-system concerns as well
for example, the effects on academic institutions as
many adult recipients seek remedial education in
preparation for jobs and as targeted youngsters, who
in the past might have drifted away from school, are
required to return to or stay in school
Another reason we regard this as a moment of
opportunity is that the potential motivation of selfinterest is complemented by many conurionalities
among the reform efforts in concerns and operational
approaches. Increasingly, all the systems under
consideration are attempting to refocus on desired
outcomes, rather than simply to specify requited
inputs. In line with this emphasis on outcomes, staff
responsibilities arc being redefined, and there is a
readiness to consider flexibility in local design and
delivery, so long as adequate accountability for
achievement of outcomes is maintained. There is
strong interest in more effectively mobilizing and
coordinating a broad range of services to achieve
desired ends, as suggested by the frequent use of terms
like "case management" across all sectors. And
consensus is emerging on a set of basic principles
which can form the framework for development of a
new, shared vision of the environment and supports
society seeks to create for children and their families.

Joining Forces
Recognizing the enormity and complexity of the
challenge, and today's favorable conditions for a
collaborative response to that challenge, the National
Association of State Boards of Education issued a call
for joint action by educators and their social welfare
counterparts. With an initial grant from the Ford
Foundation, in late 1987 NASBE launched the
Joining Forces initiative, a national effort to help the
education and human service sectors work together to
aid children and families at risk. Where in the past
barriers have stood to hinder collaboration, Joining
Forces could now serve as a bridge to forge new
linkages and new partnerships.
2

Other national organizations and officials
throughout the country responded immediately and
with enthusiasm. They too raw collaboration as
critical. "The time is right," they said. "Collaboration is
a must. The problems are too big for us. We can't do
it alone." Joining Forces was welcomed as an
expression of this common concern and as an avenue
through which this agenda could be advanced.
What did these organizations and officials tell us
was needed from an effort like Joining Forces? They
wanted information and program ideas on the homeand school-based approaches that have been shown
by research and experience to be successful. They
wanted an opportunity to think together about the
issues. They wanted the visibility and credibility that a
national endeavor could give to the concept of
collaboration. And they wanted the assistance of an
external force that could act as a catalyst to get action
underway. These are the goals toward which we have
worked in this first year.

Report From The First Year
This report provides an overview of Joining
Forces' first year, and summarizes the substantive
knowledge we have gained in working wrh officials
from throughout the country on the issue of crosssector collaboration.
In this first section, we have discussed the
underlying motivation for the Joining Forces
initiative.
Section II summarizes the deliberations of the
Wingspread Conference held in May, 1988; a mere
detailed overview of the conference proceedings and
the list of participants are included at the end of the
report. Particularly significant as a rare opportunity
for the leadership of the education and human service
communities to sit together for discussions, this
conference highlighted both the shared commitment
to children and families at risk and the amount of
work which lies ahead to give life to that commitment.
In Section ME and a table included at the end of the
report, we summarize the results of a survey sent to all
state education and human service agencies in an
effort to understand the current base of collaboration
and to begin to identify good examples on which we
can build. Forty-seven states and territories responded,
a measure in itself of the enthusiasm for the idea of
collaboration; they shared with us a wide range of
experiences in collaboration at the state and local
levels. The survey and related data-gathering show a
great deal of collaboration underway, perhaps not yet
as broad-based or deep-reaching as will develop, but
nonetheless exciting and instructive in the promise
that it holds for future efforts.
Section IV concludes the report with an overview
of the next steps planned for Joining Forces.

The Dialogue Begins
Summary of the Wingspread Conference
The search for possible avenues of collaboration
was the central theme when leaders from the nation's
people-serving systems met at the Wingspread
Conference Center on May 22-24, 1988. The sixty
conference participants, representing education,
welfare and child welfare, came from nineteen states
and major national organizations, including NASBE.
the National Governors' Association (NGA), the
Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), the
Education Commission of the States (ECS) and the
American Public Welfare Association (APWA).
Policy, research and advocacy organizations and
foundations were represented as well.
In a rare opportunity for cross-sector dialogue, these
policymakers considered the goals toward which
collaboration on behalf of children and families at risk
should be directed and issues which must be
addressed in framing a collaborative agenda.
Lisbeth Schorr, in her keynote address, countered
arguments that nothing can succeed against today's
large and complex social problems by identifying
education, health, and human service programs that
have had documented success with families and
children at risk. Up until now, most of these programs
have operated on a small scale, often protected from
bureaucratic demands and constraints. The challenge
ahead is to determine how these succe4u1 strategies
can be translated to a bigger scale and large systems
reshaped in line with their lessons.
From Schorr's summary of the features that make
programs effective and the ensuing conference
discussions, there emerged guiding principles for
improving individual people-serving systems and
developing a shared vision: 1) the complex problems
facing today's families call for intensive,
comprehensive services that respond not just to
isolated concerns, but to the "whole person" and the
community in which that person lives; 2) the family,
although changing in nature and capacity, remains
vitally important, and should be strengthened and
complemented, not further displaced, by other societal
institutions; and 3) as systems are reconfigured, the
emphasis must shift from remediation and
maintenance to early intervention and, ultimately,
prevention.
These underlying principles point to collaboration

among systems as being both natural and necessary.
No institution by itself can meet the full range of
needs presented by children and famihes at risk, and
collaboration offers a way to achieve
comprehensiveness. Collaboration also holds promise
for the early identification that can lead to early
interventien, as examples raised by conference
participants demonstrated. The welfare department
can identify high-risk families who should receive
special encouragement to enroll their young children
in early childhood education programs. Long before
there is a visible bruise that would precipitate
protective services involvement, teachers who see a
child daily can detect signs of home-based stress that
might warrant family support services.
Having affirmed these basic principles and reasons
for collaboration, the Wingspread conferees began to
tackle the question of how greater collaboration can
be fostered. They considered opportunities for and
the barriers to collaboration, and concurred that
fundamental systemic change will be needed to
achieve a broad-based collaborative vision. Roles of
teachers, human service staff, administrators, and
whole institutions must be redefined. There must also
be changes in staff preparation, financing mechanisms,
and the organization and location of programs.
No one expects such sweeping changes to be made
easily, of course. A telling realization of those at the
Wingspread Conference was how little interaction of
significance there is among people-serving systems, and
how infrequent are the chances to develop a better
understanding of one another's programs and
objectives. As a consequence, conferees found that at
this early stage of framing a collaborative agenda,
there are few ready "answers" to be had about how to
strengthen or create linkages to better support
children and families. The Wingspread dialogue
represented the beginning of a search for these
answers, but participants agreed that a great deal c,`
work lies ahead. 'Those in attendance expressed their
commitment to proceed with that work in their own
states, and encouraged the broadening of the dialogue
to reach their colleagues throughout the country.
As a first step to include this wider audience, the
Wingspread conference deliberations are reported in
greater detail at the end of this report.
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The Foundation is Laid III
Report on a National Survey
of Collaborative Efforts
While the broad-based collaboration envisioned in
the Wingspread conversations lies in the future,
schools and human service agencies are not strangers
to one another. There are many long-standing points
of intersection, and creative new linkages are being
formed every day, as those who work with children
and families at risk explore ways to improve their
capacity and response.
No one has all the answers; no one has yet put
together all the pieces. But past aud present efforts are
nonetheless important steps toward the future
realization of a broader, comprehensive agenda.
Fundamentally, these efforts are important because
they help improve the lives of those they touch, and
stretch limited resources to meet critical needs. They
inform us about what works, and can serve as
examples for others seeking change. A source of
shared pride, enthusiasm, and momentum, they are
also a base LAI which to build broader efforts.

Understanding What Is
Happening Now
During Joining Faces' first year, NASBE has
collected information on existing collaborative efforts
in order to understand the base of experience from
which states and local communities can begin to
pursue broader collaboration.
Administrators, teachers, and social workers have
described what they are doing. Other sources of
information were the participants at Wingspread and
national organizations and researchers who have
examined issues related to interagency cooperation.
More formally, in the spring of 1988, NASBE sent
a questionnaire to all state education and human
service departments. The questionnaire was also
distributed to local officials through the National
Council of Local Public Welfare Administrators, an
affiliate organization of the American Public Welfare
Association. The questionnaire requested information

about
intetagency task forces, committees or similar forums

addressing problems of at-risk children and families;
interagency agreements regarding at-risk children and
families;

Gubernatorial initiatives or similar approaches
grouping programs in a number of agencies around
a theme related ro at-risk children and families; and
Specific programs linking education and social
welfare.

Forty-seven states and territories and numerous local
agencies submitted written responses. In some cases,
telephone interviews were conducted to clarify and
expand the information provided on the
questionnaires
This chapter summarizes what we have learned
thus far about the foundation on which a structure of
broad-based collaboration can be built. Discussed are
the origins and results of collaboration to date, and
some of the key elements contributing to successful
collaboration. A table at the end of the reporc presents
an overview of reported state-level linking
mechanisms, such as interagency agreements and task
forces, and selected initiatives.

What Gets Collaboration
Started?
Some level of interagency collaboration exists in
every state. While the extent and exact nature of the
collaboration vary widely, the subjects are often the
same. For example, many states have turned
collaborative attention to child abuse and neglect,
handicapped infants and toddlers, child care and early
childhood education, and adolescent pregnancy.
The experience reported in our survey also shows a
similarity in the factors which provide the initial
impetus for collaboration. Amcig the most important
are 1) elk. need to conseive scant financial resources; 2)
overlapping administrative responsibilities; 3) legal
mandates; 4) new resources which are contingent on
collaboratio 4 5) structured opportunities for people to work
together; 6) leadership of key officials; and 7) strong interest
from the public or the advocacy/professional community in
a cross-cutting issue. The remainder of this section

examines these factors more closely and provides
examples of the collaboration they have stimulated.
The need to conserve sante financial resources has

prompted collaboration in service planning for
children and adolescents with severe physical,
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emotional, or mental di.;abilities. especially those
requiring residential care. These are complicated and
expensive cases to handle, and collaboration is seen as
a way to use resources more efficiently. Coordination
in this area fiequently focuses on individual cases;
system level progress has been encouraged through

the National Institute of Mental Health's Child and
Adolescent Service System Project (CAASSP).
Initial collaboration in the area of child abuse and
neglect generally has been attributable to ,iterlapping

In both the cases cited above, legal mandates were
linked to financing. Other experience shows that
financing, even without the hacking of law, can be
important. New wsources, either explicitly designated
for collaboration or whose availability is contingent on
collaboration, also can Fnmulate action by providing
the incentive and capacity to take on an addiional
responsibility.

administruttie responsibilities. Under state laws, there
are :;hared responsibilities across systems, e.g., school

personnel must report suspected abuse and neglect,
while human service agencies investigate reports.
Similarly, overlapping responsibilities for licensing and
supervision led to initial collaboration in the area of
child care and early childhood education.
Although it is difficult to evoke a collaborative
spirit through an externally imposed order, legal
mandates sometimes have played a robs, as in service
planning for handicapped infants and toddlers. To
obtain federal funds under P.L 99-457, a state must
set up an interagency council. The law also mandates
cost-sharing and development of a statewide,
coordinated system for early intervention.
Collaboration on this subject has been helped by
experience gained with the school-age population
under P.L. 94-142, an earlier law which P.L. 99457
amends.

A more recent effort to mandate collaboration is
the Stewart McKinney Act, which requires
interagency planning to obtain federal funds for
homeless programs. Interagency collaboration in this
area does not have the historical background enjoyed
P.L 99-457, and is developing more slowly as
agencies con out what should he done, who should do
it, and how to implement requirements like those

IMO

related to school enrollment of children living in
temporary shelters.

The Ford Found?tion's Urban Dropout
Prevention Collahoratives and the Annie E. Casey
Foundation's New Futures and child welfare reform
projects (see the Wingspread Conference proceedings)
are making significant financial and technical
resources available to encourage collaborative action.
Through the auspices of the Youth 20i.V campaign,
itself a result of collaboration between the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services and the
U.S. Department of Labor, many states are
undertaking interagency efforts to promote public
awareness about the needs of 16-19 year olds. On a
smaller scale, a grant award program of the Council of
Chief State School Officers enco'irages interagency
collaboration to achieve the goals of the Council's
Policy Statement on Assuring School Success for
Students At Risk.
States, too, have used the lure of new dollars to
stimulate collaboration. Maryland's Investment in Job
Opportunities program, Washington State's Birth to
Six program, and New Jersey's School-Based Youth
Services all rmuire that education, human services,
and other key partners in a local community jointly
submit a plan in order to claim or compete for state
financing. Generally speaking, local response to
initiatives like these has been enthusiastic, often with
partners willingly committing resources to the joint
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endeavor that far exceed the "seed money" offered by
the state.
Sometimes the resource that stimulates
collaboration is not funding, but a conference or other
structured opportunity for people to work together. These

sessions offer the support of readily available
facilitators and experts, and the camaraderie of others
grappling with the same problem. State interagency
team, attended a series of Wingspread Conferences
on Adolescent Pregnancy sponsored by the American
Public Welfare Association and the Johnson
Foundation, the Education Commission of the States'
1987 Forum on At Risk Youth, and this year, the
Council of State Planning Agencies' Dropout
Prevention Academies and N ASBE's conference on
State Action Strategies for At-Risk Girls. These teams
often hayp continued to function at some level on

their return home, or have brought back a plan or
proposal that serves as a focus for broader discussions
in the state.
At the local level, Waukesha, Wisconsin annually
sponsors a twoday SchooVHuman Services
Collaboration Conference for the eleven school
districts in Waukesha County. Participants from
education and human service agencies work in teams
to address issues of joint concern, such as the needs of
chronic offenders or truant adolescents. The teams
develop collaborative proposals, which are used by a
SchooVHuman Services Collaboration Steering
Committee as the starting point for county-wide
planning for service improvement.
Itasca County, Minnesota sponsored a seven-county
multi-sector conference to introduce the idea of
collaboration to the community. Foundation funding
and the participation of high-level state officials gave
added prestige to the conference. School and human
service officials have been meeting regularly since

then, and within a matter of months they have
developed specific proposals for joint programming. A
highlight for the group was the Governor's recent
attendance at one of the monthly meetings.
The personal commitment and leadership of key
officials like governors and agency administrators in
itself can provide an important stimulus for
interagency collaboration. These leaders may offer a
vision toward which action is directed, and their
visible support can remove barriers, create incentives
and rewards for progress, and mobilize resources. Toplevel endorsement also constitutes permission for the
risk-taking that collaboration often entails.
In Oregon, the Governor called on local
communities to help develop a Children's Agenda. He
and his staff then spent over six months traveling
around the state, holding forums to which agency
personnel and the public were invited. They asked

people to think together about what the community
could do to address the problems of children and

youth, and to suggest how the state could complement
local efforts. After the forum, each community
developed an action plan. The Governor's presence
lent force to the process and mobilized broad
community involvement; it has also fostered an
awareness of the need for greater cooperation among
state agencies, creating a new spirit in which local
plans are being reviewed to determine how the state
can be helpful.
Another outcome of the Oregon process, drawing
on the ideas of the communities which participated, is
a $29 million "children's agenda budget" developed by
the Governor. Other governors, too, have proposed
broad-based budget and programmatic initiatives that
draw together efforts of multiple departments to
address the educational and social needs of
for example, Illinois' Class
disadvantaged children
of 1999 initiative and Florida's Project CARE.
At a more formal, ongoing level, several governors,
including those in Illinois, Connecticut, Michigan,
Delaware, Arkansas, New Mexico and Minnesota,
have created a "subcabinet" structure which brings
together the major people-serving agencies to
encourage interagency communication and
cooperation.
Even without an organizational base, top
policymakers in several states are combining their
efforts. Almost two years ago, the Secretary of the
Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS)
and the Superintendent of Public Instruction in
Washington State signed a brief but forceful
statement of their commitment to work together on
behalf of the state's children. The statement was
widely distributed, both within the agencies and to the
general public, and several interagency task forces
were set up to review current activities and to identify
new opportunities to work together. Interest in
collaboration has been sustained through on-site visits
by top officials to local agencies and schools, and by a
concerted effort to respond promptly when an
interagency concern is raised. For exampl-, new
agrenents have been signed in several communities
cone( med about the placement of high-risk
youngsters, and human services staff are now housed
at least part-time in several schools.
Florida's top education and human service officials
also went o n record in support of greater
collaboration with the signing of an interagency
agreement this year (see page 6). Their agreement is
notable both for its Interagency Affirmations that
estanlish a philosophical basis for collaboration and
for a multi-level structure designed to support and
sustain the evolution of collaborative policies and
programs. The development of the agreement and the
prospects for future collaboration also benefit from
the fact that each agency has designated a staff person
whrotse primary jobs are interagency liaison and the
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identification of new opportunines for collaboration.
Finally, widespread tntoest titan the pubik in the
(uhnittcy proksstonal eommuntty in a (Toys-owing LS.Slle

has helped bring agencies together. Illinois' Parents
Too Soon program (see below) grew out of such
concern about adolescent pregnancy ari parenting, a
fre.iuent focus of interagency action throughout the
country. Collaboration on this issue has been easier
because the subject is not clearly in one system',
bailiwick. Unlike "dropouts," which tradinonaliv has
been seen as a school problem, and "poverty," %%Inch

has been seen as a welfare problem, no ore system has
claimed or been assigned sole responsibility for the
teen pregnancy problem or its solutions.

The Results of
Collaboration to Date
As we have said, broad-b. -.ed., comprehensive
collaboration which reaches deep into the core
operations of schools and public human service
systems still lies in the future. Much of the interagency
cooperation and collaboration which is now occurring
is relatively small in scale and of a single-venture
nature, existing outside normal operations and
frequently relying on short-term funding o- the
strenuous efforts of a few highly motivated
individuals. Nonetheless, by building knowledge, trust,
and mutual understanding, these efforts show what
systems can achieve when they work together, and lay
the foundation for future action.
State and local reports of collaborative efforts show
four important achievements: 1) support from a wider
range of partners; 21 improvements in the delivery of

existing serices; i) development of new kind, of
semces; and 4) creation o! pro( e,st and ,tructine,
that can support the e% olution of iroader-based
collaboration.
So . examples will illustrate these changes and the
element, which, if brought together in a colic:stye

NA, hole, could result in a much more effective response

to the needs of today's children and families.

Support From a Wider Range of Partners
Many school, and human service agencies are
adopting policies and practices which reach beyond
their traditional acryines and reflect a more holistic
vision of what children and adults need to succeed.
Some of these approaches represent collaboration
among agencies, but even when the; do not, the
broader perspective is significant for the eventual
framing of a collaborative agenda.
When organizations focus on prevention or early
intervention despite the fact that this is outside their
defined responsibility, when they look not only at the
individual client or student but at the family and
community which also must be part of the solution,
they inevitably begii to reach beyond their own walls
to seek partners w ho can contribute to a broader
vision. This is an environment conducive to
collaboration.
Good example, of the broader perspective are
offered by schools and hunil.,n service agencies which,
recognizing the critical role of the family in school
achic ement, find new v ays to reach out to parents
and support their my olvement in their children's
education.
For at-risk families in particular, the school often
needs to go a little further to forge a partnership with

in a program aimed at
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parents and to foster mutual trust. To do this in the
Leon County School District in Tallahassee, Florida,
teachers are encouraged to call parents with good news
about their child, instead of waitir, until there is a
problem.
Conejo Elementary School in Thousand Oaks,
California has found a way to get English-liraited
Hispanic parents more involved in their zhildren's
education and to develop children's English and
reading skills at the same time. Parents are encouraged
to check out books accomranied by tapes --- one side
to share with their
in English and one in Spanish
children. In keeping with the emphasis on parent
invol'7ement in children's education, the school also
publishes a regular bilingual newsletter called ParentA:sista! Learning.

Programs such as Parents as Teachers in Missouri
and Early Childhood/Family Education in Minnesota
reflect a strong education system commitment to the
importance of parents and the value of early
intervention. These programs support the preschool
child's development by helping parents enhance their
parenting skills and self-esteem. Recognizing the wide
range of services frequently needed by many parents
to prepare children for school success, they also draw
in multiple partners, including public health, mental
health, the schools, social services, and child care
providers.
Human service agencies, too, are finding ways to
encourage parental support of children's educator,. In
Detroit and Baltimore, the welfare agencies included
with welfare checks material about back-to-school
schedules and preparation; in roth cases, the school
district and the human service agency worked
together on the content and the names of both
organizations appeared on the materials.

Improvements in the Delivery of
Exit "ig Services
cited resources mean that the full array
of services which are needed are not
,ivailabi,. -11 the other hand, sometimes the services
arc available, but simply do not reach the people who
need them. Through staff training, better referral
techniques, more convenient location of services, and
a host of other creative approaches, schools and
human ser' :ce agencies are finding ways to ensure
What the people who need a service are aware of and
have ready access to that service.
and ir-

Staff Develotmient and Training
As things stand now, most staff teacher, welfare
workers, social workers
are neither trained nor
expected to coordinate with staff in other systems to
identify and address needs of clients or students that
fall outside the staff person's normal area of
responsibility. Sometimes, they are explicitly
discouraged from doing so.
If we are eventually to mobilize the full capacity of
all our pcople-serving systems, the way jobs are
defined and staff are rewarded will have to reflect the
importance of working with others to respond to a
broad range of needs. In the shorter term, training of
human service and education staff can foster greater
understanding of the resources that are available, and
can stimulate more and better interaction.
Training is a major focus of Arkansas' Project

SPARK. Through funding prov:ded by a consoruum
of the Departments of Education, Employment and
Security, Vocational Education, Mental Health, Child
and Family Services, and Alcohol and Drug
Prevention, school counselors receive training on
issues related to children at risk.
Bedford County, Tennessee discovered an unusual
bat highly effective approach to training through a
program originally intended to provide additional
income for teachers and more fully utilize the vital
resource teachers represent for many communities.
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Each summer, with support from the business
comiunity, teachers are hired to work in social
agencies through a prorram called Service Plus.
Teachers learn about families' needs and available
resources from their colleagues and responsibilines at
the community agencies, and their summer colleagues
benefit from the tear' _rs' expe,ence with children.
The personal relationships which are r'wmed also lead
to better interagency communication, once the
teachers return to their regular jobs.
Teacher training is a key element in the Homeward
Bound project in Rockingham County, New
Hampshire, as well. Built on the premise that early,
intensive intervention with a family under stress is the
hest way to avoid the need for out-of-home
placement, Homeward Bound hrings together the
assets of the school and child welfare services to
achieve this goal. Staff of the Division of Children and
Youth train elementary school teachers to recognize
early signs that a child is in trouble. Teachers are also
taught techniques For handling some kinds of
behavioral problems in the classrooms. In cases that
appear more serious, Homeward Bound staff accept
referrals for an intensive in-home treatment program
designed to stabilize the family situation. Teachers
have been enthusiastic, ansl principals say they feel
lucky to have the program in the schools because of
the positive outcomes it is achieving for students who
might otherwise have been regarded simply as
"troublemakers."

R,,noce Materidis
Sery ice directories and similar resource materials are
another way of increasing awareness and facilitating
connections. Hillsdale County, Michigan's Adolescent
Scmces Xetwork, composed of school, health, and
human services administrators and staff in the county,
worked together to compile a directory to enable
service providers, school personnel, and other
professionals to assist clients in locating appropriate
services. Shared pride in the directory has given added
impetus to additional collaborative efforts in Hillsdale
County, where the schools and human service
agencies are now pursuing joint program
development.

Another example is a manual for teachers prepared
by the Department of Social and Health Services in
Seattle, Washington, which deals not only with legal
requirements and procedures for reporting child
abuse, but also with the frustration often felt by
teachers who file reports. Investigating child abuse is a
difficult and time-consuming process, and
confidentiality constraints may limit the extent to
vv hich a case can be discussed; a teacher standing
outside the process may wonder if anything at all is
happening. To avoid this, the Seattle manual describes
in detail what happens after a case is reported, and
how decisions are made. The manual even contains a
copy of the Risk Assessmi nt Chart caseworkers use
not with the expectation that teachers will make
assessments, but so that they will understand what is

hpening. When detailed information on individual
cases cannot be appropriately shared, taking the
mystery out of another system's operations can go a
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Referrals and InfonnatitniSharing
Among the linkages most critically needed to assure
efficiency and comprehensiveness are processes for

systems to shaie information about children and
families, or at a minimum, for the systems to assure
that those being served have relevant information
themselves. For instance, if a child is chronically
truant, there may be a problem in the family that
needs the attention of a human service agency.
Commoniating such information can give an early
warning to mobilize skilled help before problems
become more serious.

Staff may not always recognize a problem in its
early stages or, when they do, may not realize the
importance of providing families with referrals or of
sharing information with other systems.
Confidentiality restrictions, or a misunderstanding of
what those laws will allow, also limit exchange.
Instances of systematic information-sharing are rare,
but a few states and agencies have made a start.
Some of the best examples of effective referral and
information-sharing are those between Head Start

and human service programs. Welfare workers who
daily work with familie, with young children are wcHpositionod to encourage and assist participation in
quality child development programs. In White Plains
and Binghamton, New York, Houston, Texas, err d St.
Louis, Missouri, the welfare agencies routinely provide
information on Head Start to families with eligible
children. Family and Children's Services in
GaintsAle, Florida gives Head Start a list of eligible
families to use in recruitment_ In Cannon City
Colorado and Visalia, California, the human service
agency writes a contract with Head Start for each
child placed, and follows up on how the child is
progressing. And collaboration in some areas reaches
the Head Start agency in
beyond direct services
Albany, Georgia has invited a representative of the
AFDC agency to sit on its Board of Directors.

In a program for adults, the Iowa Deparnnent of
Human Services provides the names of welfare
recipients without high school diplomas to adult basic
education coordinators for outreach purposes. Area
schools then contact the recipients and encourage
them to pursue their GED's or other education and
training.

In New York, the State Eiiiiscation Department is undertaking an initiative called "Schools as
C.onumnity Sites." Witk a.budget of $3 million, this project is funding 14 elanastary 'dad sites in
eamentically Astragal kat:ions arcs and the state m asters for community activities. The idea iar that
aftengthested annnumitia cot lead to improved swim messianic paformance. The school building
old setattran 44 be used in the summer and of err writer school how % saving as bases for the
Pro taint of a aiderange °f ads!, beak, recreational said tisane:dotal support services.
the juviesik courts

dtisennOmmtation

force, with apresentativa from education, social sertica, health, and
dark* project guidelina, and a n advisory commitee wilt agency and

been treated to monitor implementation. Local advisory councils are to
include perms, alucatois, and repraentatkes of cultural institutions, community agencies, unions,
business pampa and other relevant constituawies. Each council is domed with conducting a load
needs ammment, developing a community resource profile, and gaterating widespread community

=ppm* the Community School program.
PROW, fiat received baulks* in the summer of 1988 and we in the early stages of operation, but k is
possible to describe some of the forms the local programs =pea to take:

/Public School 38 in Brooklyn has one of New York City's lariat atrollmatts of children living in
ititroweettlOocted hem

batwing for homeless families. PS. 38 has developed a sarong
with the Brooklyn Arms Hod, which houses over 300 of the approximately
-BOO stoat* 0.2 school. Public and prime social smite agencies and the City Pais and
Retradlost Depaitment have joined the atlas,/ in this effort. Yousipten who attend =tended day
Proratis ern 'visits Wald assistance, participate in recreation prognosis, or 44.10th with an artist.invaisksce. ance d mmOk, Family Night includes a hot dinner for students and their parents. Parents,
chess end &rim have participated in planning a Saturday progress'. Next, the consmunity schoo:
planeteopen a health clink

collaboresks

Oder aka areal*, a Afferent focus. For instance, Binghamton City School District anphadza
Oaf* nittoeija, 'opportunities and reaching at.visk children before school age (from birth to age five).
n t& fiat me* emphasis in the plans of Public School 155 in Queens, which is working with
isiiinatat fieepkal to wend smoke anion to students and community residents. After-school activities
ago ischait inmition warkihops, aerobics daises, and health clinics. Negotiation are also underway
with neighboring day care providers to extend the school's servias to premisool children.
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Service Location
Locating services so that they are readily accessible
to those who need them is another way of improving
"connections." Recognizing that students from many
low-income homes need a quiet place to do their
homework and basic study tools like dictionaries and
encyclopedias, the city's Housing and Community

Development Department and the D.C. Public
Schools have opened study rooms at two public
housing complexes. Staffed by a director and
volunteers four evenings a week, the program served
over 200 students in the first year, with about 70
youths coming at least one evening each week.
Teachers report that the children are showing
improved study skills and are turning in completed
homework more reliably.
In Aurora, Illinois, the Family and Community
Project, initiated by the Ounce cl. Prevention Fund,
offers employees of BRK Electronics a variety of
support services right at the company's plant
counseling, information and referral, parent training
seminars, and GED and English as a Second
Language classes The program also assists parents
who need help in dealing with schools about concerns
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relating to their children; for the large proportion of
BRK employees who speak only limited English, this
is particularly difficult. The program director has
established a close working relationship with the
superintendent and principals in each of the local
schools. She contacts them to help resolve particular
iss les, sits in on conferences between parents and
school personnel and does whateve is needed to
facilitate parent-school communication. The ready
accessibility to services provided by individuals with
whom parents feel comfortable has been key to this
program's success.

When programs are located directly in another
for example, a social service
program based in a school building
there is often
the added benefit of more interaction, informationsharing, and teamwork among staff. A teacher is more
likely to raise early-stage concerns about a child with a
social worker located down the hall than he or she is
to place a call to Children and Family Services.
That's the premise behind one aspect of the new
Kentucky Integrated Delivery Systims (KIDS)
program. With the Governor's encouragement, the
Kentucky Department of Education and the Cabinet
system's facility

for Human Resources are developing a unified
approach to meet both the personal and educational
needs of children. No new resources are available in
this initial stage; the goa! ir to use existing resources
more effectively through grt ater cooperation. The first
step is to give human service agency personnel office
space at selected school sites to pnwide better access to
children and to enhance communication between
school and agency staff. Specific implementation plans
now are being developed at the local level, with the
state agencies encouraging and assisting the local mirk.

New Kinds of Service
As schools and human service agencies grapple
together with the problems confronting those they
jointly serve and with present institutional capacities
and limitations, they are identifying both the "missing
pieces" and possible answers. Some intriguing
experiments are underway.
One area attracting a great deal of artendon is that
of support services for adolescents at risk of dropping
out New Jersey's Department of Human Services last
year launched a statewide program called SchoolBased Youth Services (see page 12 ), which makes
comprehensive services available in or near school for
any adolescent who lives in the community being
served.

Other states have concentrated efforts on
particularly high-risk adolescents. Texas' Communities
in Schools Program, a state-supported adaptation of

the Cities in Schools model, brings public and pnvate
social service staff into the schools, where they work
intensively with students ider_ufied as being at risk of
dropping out The programs' abilit' to keep a
reported 90% of their student; in school is attributci
to this immediate presence, to the comprehensiveness
of their approach, which includes outreach to the
family, and to broad-based support from the
community, including the business sector.
lllinoks' Project Pride assists young women wl-lose
families receive Aid to Families With Dependent
Children (AFDC), so that they will graduate from
high school and be able to support themselves. The
program
funded and staffed by the Illinois
Department of Public Aid
is based in Joliet High
School and works cooperatively with school staff and
administration, local businessmen, and community
volunteers. Students, who participate in Project Pride
voluntarily, receive intensive help to improve their
school attendance and grades, to prepare for and
secure part-time employment, and to develop the selfesteem necessary for healthy relationships with peers,
boyfriends, and parents. The project's results include
lower rates of truancy and dropping out and higher
rates of employment than among non-project peers; it
is also notable that many of those finding jobs are the
first members of their family to be employed
regularly.

Wayne County, Michigan, is also focusing on
adolescents in AFDC households through a pilot stay-

'
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in-school effort of the state Department of Social
Services' (DSS) Wayne County office and the Detroit
Board of Education (see page 13). Two Detroit
middle schools, identified by the school system as ones
with high dropout and truancy rates, provide absentee
and attendance data on all students to the DSS; from
this information, students in AFDC families who
have excessive absences are identified by the DSS and
targeted for a special program that combines the
resolution of family issues with school-based support
activities.

Project GAIN in New York City targets another
group of adolescents who are at risk from both an
academic and personal perspective
youngsters age
16 to 19 who are homeless, in foster care, or at
imminent risk of these situations, and who have
dropped out of school or are likely to do so. Funded
by a demonstration grant from the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, Project GAIN is a
collaborative effort of New York City's Human
Resources Administration, the Board of Education
and a non-profit social service agency. Participating
students attend Bronx Regional High School, an
alternative school, and receive vocational counseling,
help in finding housing and jobs, preparation for
independent living, and a range of other support
services from Project GAIN staff, who have office
space in the school Students are referred to Project
GAIN by the school itself, by other schools in the
area, and by social service agencies. The referral
process has been aided by excellent working
relationships among line staff in the various
organizations, and by Project CAM's aggressive
outreach to potential referral sources and the
youngsters themselves.
For the Leslie (Michigan) Public Schools, the high
risk students on whom special efforts are f- .used are
pregnant and parenting adolescents. The drily
Learning Center addresses both the academic and
service needs of students. An alternative education
site, the Center provides a regular high school
curriculum offered in small classes and supported by
individualized instruction and counseling; credit is also
given for child development and parent training. The
Departments of Public Health, Mental Health, and
Social Services have staff on site to meet a wide range
of students' needs in one accessible facility. And, it
should be noted, the Center gives real meaning to the
concept of "holistic" by not only handling the many
needs of the young parent, but also by serving her
family and community through newsletters,
workshops, and special programs.
Reaching across systems to respond is not restricted
to work with adolescents. The Kent County,
Michigan Department of Social Services is providing
funds to the school system for two school-based
outreach workers who follow up on attendance
problems in the early elementary grades. Every time a
14

child is absent, the worker phones or visits the family
to find out why and to help resolve any problems.
With this kind of family follow-up, Kent County
reports that, in one school, attandence improved for
90 percent of the first-graders; the average child missed
10 fewer days than in the previous year.
Finally, as we look at how collaboration is bringing
new services into being, our sights must go beyond the
needs of individual youngsters and families. A large
percentage of children and families at risk live in
..onununities in trouble, communities with little hope.
Recognizing the critical impact of the environment,
agencies in a number of places also are coming
together to strengthen the community itself.

An intensive community-oriented effort to help atrisk families and children, called Free the Children, is
getting underway in Memphis, Tennessee. Many
agencies and sectors
including the schools, adult
education, a wide array of human services, and
business
are involved. An extensive needs
assessment has been completed, and monthly
neighborhood association meetings give residents a
regular forum for voicing their concerns about the
neighborhood and the needs of children and families.
Input from these neighborhood meetings is passed
along to action groups, which include representatives
from agencies, schools, and city :And county
government, as well as neighborhood residents. The
action groups are developing plans for short - and
long-term improvements in the area, including specific
steps to be taken by the participating organizations.
Interagency collaboration also has proved an
effective community organizing tool in Chaska,
Minnesota (see page 15) where, with encouragement,
residents are moving aggressively to upgrade the
community's appearance and identify services needed
from the collaborating organizations.

Processes and Structures That Can Lead to
Broader-Based Collaboration
Most of the examples dted above describe
collaboration at the service delivery level. But to
sustain the progress that has already been made, and
to extend collaboration more deeply into core
operations, the collaborative pros ess itself must be
nurtured and collaboration must take place at the
policy-making and administrative levels as well. At
these levels, formalized processes and structures
`acilitate communication, serve as a visible agent for
the resolution of problems, and provide greater
assurance that cross-system impacts of new initiatives
will be anticipated and addressed.
Interagency councils like those formed to aid in
programs for handicapped infants and toddlers under
P.L 99-457 represent at least rudimentary forms of
the collaborative structures to which we refer. These
councils are particularly significant from the
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Planning and Advisory Council (RPAC) to provide
leadership in identifying community needs and

perspective of collaboration when they not only advise
a lead agency, but also have shared decisionmaking
responsibility.

concerns and developing ways to address them;
RPACS also advise the state department on allocation
of discretionary fonds in their areas. RPACs include
representatives of a number of state agencies, local
schools, housing authorities, voluntary social services
agencies, advocacy groups, and churches.

In Visalia, California, interagency coordination has
been a key part of the planning and early operational
stages of GAIN, California's welfare reform program.
Beginning almost two years before implementation of
GAIN, the county welfare director formed an
advisory board with representatives from the
Department of Education, the Head Start grantee,
colleges, training programs, programs for the
developmentally disabled and local child care agencies.
This committee wrote the county's GAIN proposal
and met monthly to plan and coordinate GAIN
implementation. Many of the participating
organizations eventually became GAIN contractors,
and the early history of collaboration facilitated a
location of services when the program got underway.

Making It Work: What Contributes
to Successful Collaboration'
The harriers to successful collaboration between
educatior. and human services are many and imposing
restrictive laws, regulations, and policies; categorical
funding streams; large and complex organizational
structures; very different jurisdictional boundaries and
lack of comparability between governance structures;
differing professional orientations, training, and
vocabulary; competing pressures and priorities;
"turfism;" the difficulty of establishing intersystem
accountability; and the time and resources the
collaborative process itself absorbs.

Structures like that created by the Department of
Education and the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services in Florida, described earlier in
this chapter, go a step further in the direction of
broad-based collaboration by providing a forum for
communication and action on a wide range of topics,
rather than only on a single issue.

Vermont, too, is trying to facilitate collaboration on
a range of issues through the creation 01 sti-,,:ture
for communication. As an outgrowth of its search for
more effective ways to organize human services,
Vermont's Agency for Human Services developed
broad objectives and then decentralized authority for

But what we have seen through the experiences
described in this chapter is that these barriers are not
insurmountable. This experience, and the work of
researchers and practitioners who are guiding the
evolution of very different relationships between
sectors, assure us that collaboration is possible. From
these resources, we are also coming to understand the
elements which contribute to successful collaboration.

achieving the objectives to Regional Coordinators.
Each Regional Coordinator has established a Regional

As stated earlier, top-level commitment from key
officials provides inspiration, incentive, and the
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assurance of organizational backing. At the same time,
this leadership must be complemented by the day-today work of "can do" staff. Neutral parties, especially
those who have the skill and knowledge to act as
facilitators, can help smooth over the rough spots and
often move things at a faster pace than might happen
otherwise.

Involving all the key stakeholders early in the
process is important, as is effective team-building
among them to distribute the work fairly and foster
shared control and decisionmaking, trust, and mutual
understanding. Given the limited interaction in the
past and the resulting lack of knowledge about sectors
other than one's own, good communication is vitaL
At the beginning, when participants are still
struggling to understand one another and get past
their differences, it is useful to focus on issues whose
mutual relevance and importance is readily apparent.
Frequently, a prime motivator is systemic "pain"
inefficiency, inability to carry out necessary tasks,
undesirable impacts, or bad press. It is easier to garner
support to fix tangible problems than to tackle
abstract matters because "it's the right thing to do."

Collaboration, especially at first, is also easier if the
selected issues do r.,it directly impinge on anyone's
established "turf," as is the case with adolescent
pregnancy.

Because the issues to be tackled are complex,
realistic time-frames for the achievement of goals help
reduce frustration. Finally, it must be acknowledged
that the collaborative process itself absorbs time and
energy, and that resources must be committed to the
effort, especially if it is to work well over an extended
period of time.
Successful collaboration is the re. ,ult of careful
nurturing. It is demanding, in an environment already
full of demands. But it is also rewarding, as the
experience recounted in this chapter shows. For too
long, the way people-serving systems have done
business has served only to frustrate those who need
help and those who seek to provide that help.
Through collaboration, these systems can take a
significant step toward greater effectiveness in their
own and their shared efforts, with the rewards that
holds for all.
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Future DirectionsIV
From First Steps to Fundamental
Change
"We cannot do it alone," people are saying, in more
and more emphatic tones. In the first year of Joining
Forces, we repeatedly heard this refrain in our visits
to states, at the Wingspread Conference which
brought together education and human service leaders
to begin framing a collaborative agenda, and in
response to our nationwide survey of collaborative
activity. Officials and staff in the major people-serving
systems are convinced that to succeed, they must work
together.
As Section ID shows, the first collaborative steps
have been taken, and in fact, there is a great deal of
interagency activity underway. Organizations are
making services more accessible, coordinating plans,
and even co-sponsoring new programs and lending

support to one another's new endeavors. These joint
ventures are an important and valuable aspect of
collaboration. They satisfy specific needs, establish a
base of shared experience, give positive reinforcement
to the participants, and often encourage outside
support.
At the same time, virtually no one is satisfied that
collaboration has gone far enough. Many of the best
examples are not widely known and, as a
consequence, are infrequently replicated. Indeed, even
in states and local communities where successful
collaborative programs are in place, the changes and
the lessons these exemplary programs offer typically
have not been incorporated on a system-wide basis.
Most significantly, collaboration thus far has
addressed issues of relatively limited scope and
touched relatively few of the people who need
significant help to succeed. Collaborative programs too
often retain the flavor of "special projects," with
attendant constraints on overall impact and risks to
low-term survivaL Substantive policy discussions and
priority-setting across systems are extremely rare.
A broader view of collaboration must reach beyond
individual program strategies and isolated policies,
important though these are. It must also address the
goals to which broader organizational effort is directed
and the way in which the routine work of the
individual systems is structured. Collaboration must
be not just a luxury or set of ad hoc connections, but
a core aspect of organizational functioning and
individual thinking, reaching from the commitments
made by top policymstkets to the way individual
teachers and social workers interact with children and
families.

Achieving this broader level of collaboration will
take far-reaching action, incorporating fundamental
systemic change. will mean accepting the challenge
of complex problems that require partiapation by
multiple systems and all levels of those systems;
identifying not a single "quick fix" action, but the
range of actions that in combination can have real
impact and then restructuring organizational
configurations, policies, program content, training,
financing, and management systems to support
implementation.
Systemic change in large bureaucratic structures
does not happen ovemighn change that involves
multiple large systems is even harder. Yet this change
must occur if we are to use effectively the limited
resources available, to achieve comprehensiveness in
spite of necessary specialization, to address the crises
that prevent learning and assure the learning that
avoids dependency.
Collaboration is only part of the change which
must occur, but it is a key part. Without the
thoughtful combination of our efforts, individual
system reform will be less effective, and those at
greatest risk may be left behind. By joining forces, our
major people-serving systems and the people they
serve have a far greater chance of success.

The Role of Joining Forces
Acknowledging the difficulty of changing massive
systems, we believe that action is needed on a number
of fronts to support state and local officials in shaping
and implementing a broad-based collaborative agenda.

Foster Dialogue Among Systems
Providing forums for dialogue remains a very
important part of the Joining Forces initiative.
Despite enthusiasm for the general concept of
collaboration, routine corrununicarion among
education and human service agencies exists only
within narrow areas, and there is rarely either a
natural tendency or a mechanism that encourages
thinking and working together to address common
problems.
The Wingspread Conference was a first step to
bridge this gap. In the future, NASBE will continue to
bring together key decisionmakers in structured
opportunities for dialogue. These sessions will help
increase visibility for the idea of collaboration, expand
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understanding of each sector's operations and goals,
prompt creative thinking about possible joint
initiatives, encourage mutual commitments to action,
and build a base of institutional leadership for
collaboratiw efforts.

Collect and Disseminate
Information on Successful
Examples of Collaboration
One of the best ways to convince people that
change is possible is to provide models of what works.
Even those who are ready and willing to move
forward have questions about what should be done,
how, and by whom. Unfortunately, answers based on
successful experience are hard to come by. The few
cases in which significant collaboration is being
pursved are mostly at an individual community level
where they receive little attention outside their own
boundaries.

Our national survey and this report represent an
initial effort to collect and disseminate information
that can encourage collaboration and assist those who
pursue it. As we proceed, through a variety of
mechanisms, NASBE will continue to seek out and
publicize examples of effective joint action. The ready
access to concrete ideas and useful experience which
this will provide should both stimulate further action
and result in implementation that is faster, smoother,
and more likely to be sustained.

Assist States in the Development
and Evaluation of Collaborative Approaches
While states will be able to draw on ideas and
experiences from around the country, there is as yet
no cohesive, readily transferable body of knowledge
that brings together all the pieces. States of the
threshold of action face substantial work to clarify the
goals and develop the specific content of a
collaborative agenda, as well as the inevitable
challenges of implementation. There is a risk that the
first blush of enthusiasm could quickly fade in the
face of the ccxnple,cities and frustrations which lie
ahead.

To help overcome these potential barriers and
build models of more extensive collaboration, NASBE
will provide on-site technical assistance to selected
states. Although the number of states with which we
will work directly will be reiatively small, our
emphasis will be on developing approaches that have
broad applicability and on documenting the key
characteristics for replication. The reach of this work
will be extended through the information
dissemination mechanisms described above.

Foster Supportive Action

at the National Level
Vital to bringing broad-based collaboration into
being is the strong and visible endorsement of key
decisionmakers in a state, including the governor, state
legislators, and top administrators. Much of Joining
Forces' work is designed to communicate with and
engage as many of these individuals as possible.
To broadui the audience which is reached and
strengthen cooperation among the leadership of the
different sectors, NASBE will continue to work closely
with other national organizations representing
relevant constituencies. This network will also
enhance the effectiveness c,f guidance and assistance
provided to the states on major national initiatives
that require the participation of multiple sectors, like
welfare reform.
*************

Today, there is a great deal of knowledge available
about what is effective in helping people succeed. The
challenge of the future is to reorient the way schools
and human service agencies do business
and the
way they work together so that this knowledge is
applied on a much wider scale than has happened
heretofore. In this way, today's small-scale successes
can reach not just a few children in a pilot project, or
even a few hundred in one community, but the
millions of children and their families who are now at
risk of long-term disadvantage.
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Joining Forces
Linking the Education
and Social Welfare Systems
Wingspread Conference Proceedings
We Can Make a
Difference
The keynote address was given
by Lisbeth B. Schorr, Lecturer in
Social Medicine and Health Policy
at Harvard Medical School, and
author of Within Our Reach:
Breaking the Cycle of asachtmtage.

Schorr's message to the
conference participants was one of
both hope and challenge. Although
families and children are
experiencing severe problems today,
Schorr said: "These massive
problems have emerged on the
national agenda at the very time
that twenty years of research and
social experiments have produced a
critical mass of knowledge needed
for taking action. By putting this
new knowledge to work, we can,
for many high-risk youngsters,
break the cycle of disadvantage.
We can respond to the calls of
business and industry for a
workforce with the skills to keep
America productive and
competitive. Solutions really are
within our reach."
The idea that nothing works,
Schorr asserted, is a myth.
Programs in education, health and
human services have had
documented success with
disadvantaged families and
children. From the diverse effective
programs Schorr has studied, she
summarized bask lessons about
what works and how our systems
need to change to help
disadvantaged children and
families

(I...4..

,,ir-1es and cheap shortcuts

can't meet today's needs. Schorr
observed: "Simple, well-defined

problems with well-defined
solutions have in large part been
solved ... Children and families

who are in trouble today need
more complex kinds of help."
Fragments of services
a few
classes in parent education, a
one-visit evaluation at a mental
health center, a two-week
summer program for potential
dropouts
are often so
inadequate as to be a waste of
precious resource`. As Schorr
put it, "The grudging provision
of isolated slivers of help is no
answer at all."

"Children and families . .
today need more complex kinds
of help. The grudging
provision of isolated slivers of
help is no answer at all."
Schorr

Early mtenentions are more

effective and eamomica The
seeds of later trouble are usually
sown early. Neglect or crisis in
one part of a child's life, left
unattended, not only is likely to
get worse but will probably have
ever-widening repercussions.
Studies show that adolescent
childbearing, delinquency and
propensity to dropping out of
school can be reliably predicted
from poor school performance
as early as third grade.
Moreover, children experiencing
trouble in third grade are likely
to have suffered from still earlier
traumas such as low birth
weight, untreated health
problems, disruption of the

bond with a primary adult, and
insufficient development of
language and coping skills.
Happily, evidence shows that
21
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Successful programs respond to
the child as part of a family
and the family as part of a
neighborhood and community.

Some boundaries and time1Lmored bureaucratic traditions
must be changed if successful
programs are to reach larger
numbers of children.

"You can begin to figure out
how to shape the systems that
you are a part of, so that they
will respond to today's
needs . . . today's families . . .
even if that means giving up
some turf and some
comfortable traditions."
Schorr

early intervention can
substantially reduce both the
risk factors and damaging
outcomes.
Successful pnrams respond to the
child as part of a family ami .-11,
family as part of a nerghborhiArd

and community. The medical
model of diagnosing and treating
individuals and individual
"diseases" won't work in the face
of complex, interconnected, and
widespread problems. Powerful
economic and social forces have
put many families under great,
often overwhelming, stress. We
find whole communities in crisis.

To help disadvantaged children
and adults, we must understand
and address the larger picture.
The programs with the greatest
successes, especially in reaching the

most disadvantaged families and
children, offer comPrehensiic,
intensive help and ready access to a
,vide array of flexibly provided
services. They cross professional

and bureaucratic boundaries.
And they make sure that staff
have the time, training and skills
necessary to build relationships
of trust and respect with
children and families.
Some boundaries and time-honored
bureaucratic traditions must be
changed if successful programs are
to reach larger numbers of children.

Although a few successful
programs like Head Start and

the Women, Infants and
Children (WIC) feeding
program operate on a national
scale, effective programs have

tended to be small and often are
shielded from the normal
constraints of bureaucracies.
Many began as research or pilot
projects and have funding that
comes with few strings. Often,
they flourish under the
protection of a powerful official.
As a result, these programs are
able to make unorthodox
decisions and take risks that
would be unthinkable if the
program were an integral part of
a large system.
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Given the special conditions
under which they often operate, Jo
model programs have any enduring
significance? They are important,
Schorr contended, because they
show that seemingly intractable
problems can be addressed
effectively. Learning that fact was
the first step. Now that we know

programs can work and understand
some of the important ingredients
for effectiveness, we must begin the
next challenge: devising strategies to
realize this success on a bigger scale,

to help the millions of children at
risk of long-term disadvantage.
Schorr concluded: "What has
been missing is what you are here
to accomplish. You can develop the
strategies to make systems work, to
support programs that work.
You're the people that can do it
and this is the time. You can begin
to figure out how to shape the
systems that you are a part of, so
that they will respond to today's
needs, today's economy, today's
families, today's children even if
that means giving up some turf and
some comfortable traditions in
on.er to arrive at new and different
ways of doing business. You will
have a linchpin role in reducing the
number of child:en that are hurt
by cruel beginnings, in helping to
break the cycle of disadvantage,
and in securing better futures for
all our children."

A Time of Change
As background for discus ion
about collaboration, Joan L Wills,
Director of the National
Governors' Association's Center for
Policy Research, moderated a panel
discussion of the current thinking
in welfare, child welfare, and
education. Panelists included
Stephen B. Helm-, '.: -mmissioner
of the Connecticut Department of
Income Maintenance, Frank
Farrow of the Center for the Study
of Social Policy, and Michael
Cohen of the National Gowrnors'
Association.

Welfare
The primary means for
providing income assistance to poor
children and their families and the
largest component of the welfare
system is the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)
program. The program is governed
by federal laws and regulations,
which leave only a few choices
about program design to the states.
States are the chief administrative
authority; usually the state operates
the program directly, although it'
some areas, counties operate the
program under state supervision.
Financing is primarily federal and
state.

Most families receive welfare for
a relatively short time, on average
just over two years. But a
substantial number rely on public
assistance for considerably longer,
at particularly high risk for
extended dependency are
adolescent parents and young
people who drop out ra- school.
Stephen Heintz outlined the
American Public Welfare
Association's (APWA) welfare
reform proposal, called Matter of
Commitment (MOC), which was
endorsed by all fifty state human
service cor-missioners.' MOC
addresses the concern about longterm dependency by proposing a
very different kind of welfare
system, built on a foundation of
mutual obligations and
expectations between society and its
citizenry. It would be a system
dedicated to movement rather than
maintenance. Reform leaders
contend that the mission of the
public assistance system should not
be merely to issut. checks. Rather
the goal should be to promote the
self-sufficiency of families. rid the
well-being of children.
b policy terms, for example,
Heintz pointed out that removing
current financial disincentives for
parents living together would help
to strengthen the family. Education,
training, and work incentives
would promote self-sufficiency, as
would necessary support set-vices,

like day care and health rare. The
philosophy of mutual expectations
and obligations would be affirmed
and operationalized in client-agency
agreements, spelling out wt 't each
will do to help the client . :eve
self-sufficiency.

The comprehensive and
intensive services required to help
families overcome disadvantage can
be provided, Heintz warned, only if
systems collaborate. He concluded:
"What we've realized, perhaps
reluctantly, is that the systems of
human services and education
must work together more closely,
must be linked more
fundamentally, if we are in fact to
achieve our goal of promoting
families, promoting children,
promoting the self-sufficency of
America's poor."

"What we've realized, perhaps
reluctantly, is that the systems
must work together mon;
closely, must be linked more
fundamentally, if we are in
fact to achieve our goal of
Promoting families, promoting
children, promoting the self,
sufficiency of America's poor."
Heintz

Child Welfare
The child welfare system too is
administered by the states within
stringent federal laws and
regulations. Traditionally, child
welfare has included fostt, are,
adoption, and child protective
services. Some states operate these
programs directly; others supervise
county-operated programs.
Financing is primarily federal and
state. Although the governing
structures of the child welfare and
welfare systems are similar, and
they are frequently found within
one overarching state department,
services are provided by different
staff and often even in different
offices. Thus, the term "human
services" really embraces distinct
systems.

In the early part of the century,
child welfare placed a heavy
emphasis on out-of-home
placements for children. Through
concerted efforts since 1980, many
children have left foster homes and
institutions to return to their own
or adoptive families. But over
275,000 children remain in care,
and the number is again growing,
as is the severity of the children's
problems.
The enot mous stresses on
families today are threatening to

1The welfare reform measure enacted by Congress in October 1988
thaws heavily on the Matter of Commitment proposal.
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overwhelm the child welfare
system, according to Frank Farrow.
He observed: "It is the disparity
between the problems of families,
"Our role is to be out there
helping early. This evil: require
involved communities with
welkoordinated services that
assure the healthy development
of children through the
strengthening of their

families."
Farrow

on the one hand, and what the
system is able to do, on the other,
that is driving a new child welfare
reform effort."

Farrow observed that formal
legislative action of the kind
underway in welfare reform has
not yet emerged in the area of child
welfare. However, support is
gathering around the goals toward
which reform should be directed.
He described these goals of reform
as a set of concentric circles.
The smallest circle, that is, the
most modest goal of reform, is to
pmvide an improved care system
for those children who are now in
care and those who will need outof-home care in the future.
The next level of the reform
effort seeks to prevent foster care
and other out-of-home placement
through providing "family
preservation services." By working
with families in crisis to reduce
stress and develop strengths, the
system enables children to stay in
then own homes or return there as
soon as possible.
A still more ambitious goal is to
support families before a crisis

occurs and traditional child welfare
services are needed. "Instead of
saying 'We'll help when the family
has failed,'" Farrow explained,
"there would be a shift to saying
'Our role is to be out there helping
early.' This will require involved
communities with well-coordinated
services that assure the healthy
development of children through
the strengthening of their families."
The ultimate goal would be no
child welfare system as such, but
rather a family support system.

At the heart of the "core family
support system" would be a new
form of case management. The case
manager would have generic
responsibility spanning the various
categorical programs relevant to the
family's needs, such as youth
services, substance abuse, and
24

employment services. This new rase
management would seek to
establish an "empowering, problemsolving relationship with the family
around a wide range of needs and
using diverse resources," in
Farrow's description.

Education
In education, far more than in
the welfare and child welfare
systems, local communities retain
considerable autonomy. They also
contribute a substantial amount of
funding, although over half the
resources spent on elementary and
secondary education now come
from the state and federal level.
The states, through appointed or
elected boards of lay citizens, set
governing policies for local systems
in areas like teacher certification
and graduation requirements. The
involvement of the federal
government 'Ls generally targeted to
assuring equity and to specialized
programs like Chapter I for
disadvantaged youngste:s and the
Education for All Handicapped
Children Act.
Michael Cohen described the
education reform that has occurred
since 1983, when the National
Commission on Excellence in
Education issued its galvanizing
report, A Nation at Risk. Initially,
reforms focused on raising
standards and monitoring student
performance. Course requirements
and achievement levels necessary
for graduation were raised. In
many cases, schools expanded the
use of competency testing, increased
homework, and lengthened the

school day and year. To urgade
teacher effectiveness, education
reform increased salaries, often in
conjunction with new systems for
performance evaluation, and
designed career ladders to retain
qualified, experienced teachers.

Now, according to Cohen, the
"demand on schools is shifting
from simply increasing the number
of graduates with basic skills to
increasing both the proportion of
students who graduate and the
kinds of knowledge and skills those
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graduates possess." A new emphasis
on higher-order thinking skills will
lead to changes in curriculum
content and instructional methods.

In the future, Cohen ptedicted,
there also will be a growing push to
vest more decision-making power at
the school and teacher level. To
accompany this, school-based
systems of accountability, with a
more direct linkage of performance
and rewards, will be needed.

While the education reform
movement has been dealing with
many tough issues, thus far it
generally has not addressed the
particular needs of disadvantaged
students or the often below-average
resources available to the schools
they attend. In fact, reform has had
the effect of "raising the rope,"
potentially making school success
harder for students who were
already having difficulty.
No less should be expected of
disadvantaged students than is
expected of their more affluent
peers. But additional supports may
be important to assure that they
can meet those expectations. "With
at-risk students," Cohen noted, "it
is clear that better linkages are
needed between the educational
system and other systems and
services. Changing the way we
teach these students, as with all
students, is important, but by itself
it isn't going to be enough."

Finding Targets for
Collaboration
Participants met in workgroups
to begin grappling with what
collaboration will mean and to
frame the policy and practice issues
it raise& Each workgroup focused
on a particular age group: early
childhood, school-age children,
adolescents, or adults.
The Early Childhood workgmup
discussed targeting at-risk
preschoolers for developmental day
care programs and involving
parents as teachers of their children
and partners in their schooling.
Acknowledging the need for

coordination of education and
social services for young children,
participants proposed development
of a comprehensive plan that
would include primary health care,
early childhood development
efforts, income support and family
support The group considered
some promising models for early
childhood education, like Missouri's
Parents as Teachers program.
The workgroup focusing on
School-Age Children observed that
little attention has been paid to this
age group, despite the fact that the
early and middle school years are a
time with high potential for
successful intervention. The family
is still important to the child, more
so than it may be during the
adolescent years, and school-related
problems can be dealt with before
they become serious. The
workgroup identified early and
frequent success experiences as
particularly important to help
school-age children build selfesteem. The school environment
also needs to be safe and to provide
structure and stability, which may
be missing in these children's lives.
Among the areas where the
workgroup saw a potential for
collaboration were tutorial and
remedial help; before-school and
after-school care; "extras" such as
camping or museum experiences
improved parental literacy; and

"With at.risk students, it is
clear that better linkages are
needed between the
educational system and other
systems and services. Changing
the way we teach these
students, as with all students,
is important, but by itself it
isn't going to be enough."
Cohen

social services for families
The AL;olescents workgroup
identified groups of children and
youth for whom responsibility is
shared among two or more systems:
children in protective services, teen
parents, adjudicated minors,
developmentally disabled children,
severely emotionally disturbed
children, and children in families
receiving public assistance. What is

important to these children's
success? Group members suggested
factors such as strong, caring adults;
an array of support services that
are readily accessible, perhaps in
the school itself programming
beyond the regular school day and

year linkage of education and
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employment; and outreach and
attendance policies that seek to
retain rather than exclude
youngsters.
"Since young people drop out
for reasons both internal and
external to the schools, the
solutions must be outside as
well as inside schools."
Meade

In the workgroup on Adults,
participants considered the impact
on the education system of the
"welfare-to-work" programs being
implemented as part of welfare
reform. With the objective of
getting welfare recipients into jobs,
most plans have provisions for
adult education and training, either
as an option for clients or as a
requirement for those who are not
jobready. But the dramatically
increased demand on the Adult
Basic Education system may well
exceed the capacity of this relatively
small program. Moreover,
educators questioned whether they
had the responsibility or resources
to provide programs for individuals
beyond school age. They argued
that adults would be better served
through the community college
system or other providers. At the
same time, workgroup participants
agreed that systemic reform of
mainstream operations must
accompany development of
alternative programs. As other
groups had done, the Adults
workgroup identified before- and
after - school child care while parents
work or receive job training as an
area for collaboration.
Some of the potential barriers to
collaboration identified by the
workgroups include: systems with
very different administrative
jurisdictions; different professional
training, vocabulary, and
perspectives; categorical funding
streams; restrictive laws and
regulations; inadequate and
incompatible data systems; and the
complexity of establishing
intersystem accountability.
Despite these barriers,
participants agreed that both the
neett. 2nd potential for
collaboration are substantial at this
time. They observed that the
wii&gness to invest in "human
capital," including disadvantaged
children and families, is gaining

momentum for economic,
demographic and societal reasons.
Education and human services
share many common concerns in
serving the disadvantaged. Further,
more is being demanded of each
system with respect to at-risk
children and fa-nilies, while at the
same time each has been frustrated
in its lack of effectiveness thus far.
Meeting the challenge of public
expectations means working
together to find and adopt new
answers.

Shaping A Broader Vision
Iowa State Senator Charles
Bruner moderated a panel
cliscussio.. with Edward). Meade,
Jr. of The Ford Foundation;
Virginia Thompson, Executive
Director of the New York
Governor's School and Business
Alliance; and Sidney Gardner of
The Annie E Casey Foundation.
The panelists, each of whom has
had a key role in promoting more
integrated ways of responding to
disadvantaged families and
children, discussed their experiences
in stimulating change toward a
broader vision.
Edward Meade described The
Ford Foundation's Urban Schools
Dropout Prevention Collaboratives,
which began in 1980. This program
originally provided $1.1 million to
twenty-one cities, each of which
was invited to put together a
"collaborative," or team of school
and community leaders who would
examine why youth in that
particular community drop out,
build a dropout prevention plan
and gain broad community support
for it. Underlying the Foundation's
approach were two key
considerations. One was that
dropout prevention is a (Immunity
and school issue rather than just a
school issue. "Since young people
drop out for reasons both intern-)
and external to the schools," Meade
noted, "the solutions must be
outside as well as inside schools."

The Foundation also considered
the amount of effort that is
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required to gain broad-based
support and develop effective
processes that can sustain joint
planning and action over the longterm. That if the reason that
funding was earmarked for the
"collaboratives," rather than
operation of programs; the
communities themselves had to
find the money for running the
programs. Ford has continue i.
commitment to this process
in
awarding another $23 nil!'
early 1988 to sustain the
collaboratives in the early ages of
implementing local programs.
The Governor's School and
Business Alliance in New York
State is a forty-person task force to
help local communities "pull
together for education." To date,
fifteen local Alliance Development
Committees are active within
communities around the state. The
Affiance, Virginia Thompson
observed, is fighting several myths.
First, there is the idea that only
educators need to be concerned
with education; as Meade said,
education is in fact the concern of
the community as a whole. Second
is the myth that we can reach all
young people through traditional
educational practices alone. We
need to find new ways to help,
encourage and excite young people,
as well as to help with the
problems in their lives that impede
learning. For many youngsters, we
must also reestablish the link
between education and a successful
future. A third general
misconception is that we do not
know enough to make a difference.
Echoing Lisbeth Schorr's keynote
comments, Thompson asserted:
"We know enough to help. The
question is whether we are willing
to bite the bullet and do it."
True collaboration will not
always be easy, Thompson asserted.
She asked Wingspread participants:
"Are you willing to give up your
job because someone else can do it
better? Are you willing for someone
else to get credit for what you're
doing? Politically, can you afford to

give up some of what you're doing
in the best interest of someone else?
The challenge is whether we want
systems to work, want that enough
to give what I call the blood, sweat
and tears to make it happen."
Sidney Gardner described a
more recent initiative that also
pushes for collabor.tion at the
community level in addressing the
problems of at-risk youth and
families. The New Futures project,
funded by The Annie E. Casey
F oundation, is providing $50
million to support comprehensive
program development in five cities.
The grantee is the community
rather than any separate agency or
system. Emphasis has been cn
integration of responses in dropout
prevention, youth employment and
teen pregnancy prevention, rather
than merely patching together
distinct efforts. "Youth
employment, dropout prevention
and teen pregnancy are so related
that we ought to challenge
communities to pull together their
responses. Communities need to
come together around a crisis, the
crisis of the loss of a third of a
generation." Warning against what
he called "categorical drift," the
tendency in collaborative efforts for
systems to divide the plan into
pieces and each work on its own in
isolation, Gardner recalled his
warning to Casey applicants: "We
have a staple detector."
Another barrier to collaboration
and systemic change identified by
Gardner is the potential opposition
of each system's workforce to topdown change. "We must include
the unions and the people who
work directly with children and
families from Day One," Gardner
argued, "or we will be stuck
bringing them another 'genius
model' that they're going to buy
right out of."
The panelists agreed that we
must look beyond specific projects,
however successful, and consider
how collaboration can be
institutionalized. "This is why in
the Dropout Prevention

"Are you willing to give up
your job because someone else
can do it better? Are you
willing for someone else to get
credit for what you're doing?"
Thompson

"Youth employment, dropout
prevention, and teen pregnancy
are so related that we ought to
challenge communities to pull
together their responses.
Communities need to come
together wound a crisis, the
crisis of the loss of a third of a
generation."
Gardner
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Collaboratives we felt it was

insights into issues with which
states will be grappling and
collaborative strategies to which
they might turn. The dialogue
participants were:

important to invest not in a
program but in a process,"
emphasized Ed Meade. "The
process should continue long after
the funding period has ended."
Institutionalization has also been
a major concern for the New York
Governor's School and Business
Alliance, said Virginia Thompson.
The Alliance works with each of its
sites to plan how changes can be
built into the ongoing systems
when the special money for the
initiative has dried up. Thompson
stresses, "For a reform to count, it
must become part of the system.
That's where we have to make sure

Mississippi:

Thomas H. Brittain, Jr.
Commissioner
Department of Public
Welfare

Connecticut Lorraine M. Aronson
De-,-...:-; Commissioner

State Department of
Education

it resides."

Stephen B. Heintz
Commissioner
Department of Income
Maintenance

What Do We Do Now?
In a spontaneous role play, the
education and human service
officials from Connecticut and
Mississippi discussed how they
might pursue collaboration on
returning home. These
conversations furnished a wealth of

The excerpts below give
something of the flavor and
substance of the dialogue.

(1-low can my people do their jobs
differently to help yours . . ."

"I've got a problem I'd like your

Heintz:

How can my welfare workers use their interviews
with clients to support your interest in engaging the
families in their kids' schooling? Can you give us
questions that our folks ought to be asking?

Brittain:

Aronson:

1 really don't know what your usual interviews are
like. We'd probably want to go beyond things like
"Did you go to the patent-teacher conference?"

Heintz

What if we were to pull together a working group of
some of our field staff, some folks at the department
level, and some teachers and principals? And have
them really sit down and think about this issue, to
advise us as to how case management can reinforce
the connection between the welfare parent and her
kid's schooling

Aronson:

I think that's a good idea. rm also interested in a
more formal structure...

Heintz

help with . . ."

Boyd:

Young men too often are left out when the problem
of teen pregnancy is tackled. We've developed this
newsprint brochure that lays out the basic
information
like the fact that a young man who
fathers a child has to pay support until the child is
21
and answers questions teenagers are likely to
ask I'd like to get your help in getting this into the
schools. What would you suggest?
I think it's a great idea. Now what works best with
us is leaving to the local districts the specifics of how
the schools would work with the brochure. In a few
months every superintendent in the state will be
attending a conference sponsored by the state
agency. I'd like to have you explain this idea to them,
and then your local people in each county can begin
to work with the districts.

... and professional development. It seems to me
that my staff and your staff could benefit from some
joint trailing around these issues. And the same
with local staff.
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Richard Boyd
State Superintendent
of Education

12

We need to see each of our system's
missions more broadly without trying to do
each other's job and be all things to all
People

.

Heintz:

Yes, and tight now our definition of our own
mission as a welfare department is changing. And as
we move towards that redefined mission, I suspect
were going to be looking to you and to the local
education agencies to do things they may not already
be doing. Or to reorganize the way they are doing

."

things today in order to help us carry out our new

Brittain:

Boyd:

I know you're limited for space in some schools. But
our staff would be willing to work out of a trailer
even. A school-based program would let our people
dialogue with the teachers and keep up with the
individual children.
I'd like to work with you on school-based services.
What it's really going to call for, I think, is helping
redefine the role of the school system. Because
schools tend to look at their mission as education
from &00 to 3:30... Perhaps we could use the
management training institutes for principals to start
selling them on a more global view of the school's
role.

mission. Because we can't, in fact, promote selfsuffirency of welfare families by ourselves.

Aronson:

We should present a united front, do joint
ff
advocacy for a shared agenda
Heintz:

Let's think about what we need to change in the two
systems aver which we have control, things we need
to go to the legislature for, things that we may need
to seek from other state agencies that have an
impact. And also issues that we might have to take
to the federal government.

Aronson:

Yes, and we need to think about building a base of
support.

Heintz:

It is certainly in our interest as a welfare agency to
work with you to promote a common legislative
strategy, for Example on a four - year -old kindergarten
program. It would be very dramatic, since it's never
been done in Connecticut before, for the
Department of Education and the Department of
Income Maintenance to put forward a joint
legislative package, including some of the items we've
talked about.

***********.k**
Aronson:

I think that as we start working on some of our
shared goals, we need to be dear on what our
respective missions are. We need not
and
shouldn't
confuse those missions. We need to
know what's your job, and how I can support that
We need to know dearly what's my job, and how
you can support that And then there are some areas
in the middle.

I agree. And well both be drawing in other services
like health and mental health There's a whole set
of services for which I would argue the schools
would be an appropriate site, but not an appropriate
provider.
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"It is Hem That The
Dialogue Has Begun"
"Creating systemic change will
mean getting to know the other
person's perspective, the
mysteries of his regulations and
norms, his world and culture,
his frustrations, and his goals."
Valdivieso

"It is impossible to do a good
job of revamping the classroom
without shoring up the very
foundation on which it rests
classrooms will be structurally
sound only when we succeed in
strengthening the social and
family supports of the children
who sit in them."
Blum

"It is here that the dialogue has
begun. The nett step will be to
continue the dialogue in offices
and legislatures throughout the
country."
Sugarman

In concluding remarks reflecting
on the preceding Wingspread
sessions, Ray Valdivieso of the
Hispanic Policy Development
Center offered a number of caveats
about collaboration. He noted that
reform movements are frequently
co.opted and used to serve other
purposes such as reducing funding.
He also warned: "We shouldn't
start thinking of collaboration as an
end instead of a means. Creating
systemic change," Valdivieso
reminded participants, "will mean

getting to know the other person's
perspective, the mysteries of his
regulations and norms, his world
and culture, his frustrations, and
his goals."

Barbara Blum, President of the
Foundation for Child
Development, noted in her
concluding remarks that the mood
of the Wingspread participants
moved "between fascination and
frustration," as they realized how
much work will be needed to
develop the mutual understanding
Valdivieso called for.

Blum stressed that collaboration,
to be genuinely effective and longlasting, will require deep structural
change. She described the tasks that
lie ahead. "In many schools and for
many children, it is impossible to
do a good job of revamping the
classroom without shoring up the
very foundation on which it rests
and classrooms will be
structurally sound only when we
succeed in strengthening the social
and family supports of the children
who sit in them. We will need to
work together to find ways to
encourage families. We will need to
be concerned with the development
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not only of children but of parents
as well. Collaboration means that
together we will need to be
knowledgeable about the
communities in which families live
and where our systems operate.
Together we will need to establish
quality standards for our
collaborative programs and will
need to use categorical funding
streams more imaginatively until
more flexible funding is available."
The Wingspread roster was
made up of people who have been
in the forefront of thinking about
collaboration and whose job it is to
guide those systems which, working
together, can offer a more
promising future to disadvantaged
children and adults. Out of the
knowledge and experience they
brought to Wingspread and the
thoughtful and penetrating
colloquy among them during the
conference came the beginning
elements of a broad-based
collaborative agenda. They
identified principles which should
underlie a new vision for
supporting children and families.
They gained a better understanding
of how each sector functions and of
the commonalities among their
reform objectives and efforts. They
explored some promising areas for
collaboration and the barriers
which will have to be overcome to
be successful
But they also came to realize
how much work remains to be
done to develop and implement a
collaborative agenda. As Jule
Sugarman said of the Wingspread
Conference: "It is here that the
dialogue has begun. The next step
will be to continue the dialogue in
offices and legislatures throughout
the country."
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Susan Whitworth Tait

Joining Forces
linking the Education
and Social Welfare Systems
Wingspread Radio Programs
The following radio programs for the National Public Radio series Conversations from Wingspread were

produced in conjunction with the Joining Forces conference

"Welfare Reform." Stephen B. Heintz, Connecticut Commissioner of Income
Maintenance, and Joan L Wills, Director of the National Governors' Association's
Center for Policy Research. (R-1374)
"Early Education Breaking the Cycle of Dependency." Barbara B. Blum, President of
the Foundation for Child Development, and Jule Sugarman, Secretary of the
Washington State Department of Social and Health Services. (R-1373)
"Breaking the Cyde of Disadvantage." Lisbeth B. Schorr, Lecturer in Social Medicine
and Health Policy, and author of Within Our Reach Breaking the Cycle of Disadvantage.
(R-1375)
Tapes of these programs are available through The Johnson Foundation, Inc., Post Office Box 547,
Racine, Wisconsin 53401-0547; phone (414) 639-3211.
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Joining Forces

Summary of Reported State-Level
llaborative Task Forces /Committees,
Agreements, and Initiatives

Date
Started
1985

1985

Arkansas

California

Selected Examples

Participants'

Interagency Agreement on Services for Youth in Need:
create ongoing coordinating and planning body

Hum Res, Educ, Ment Hlth/Ment Ret, Yth

Interagency Committee on Youth: implement
Agreement host interagency conferences

Svcs, Law Enf, Courts

1982

Tri-Department Committee on Young Children:
coordinate policies and regulations; share information

Educ, Hlth & Soc Svcs (umbrella), Comm
& Reg Affairs

1988

Committee on Early Childhood: expand Tri-Department
Committee

Educ, Hlth & Soc Svcs (umbrella), Pub
Safety, Comm & Reg Affairs, Envmmt, Law

1988

Governor's Interim Commission on Children and Youth:
develop comprehensive policy recommendations and
multi-agency budget initiative on child care, lank
violence, teen suicide, teen pregnancy, substance abuse,
dropouts, runaways

Guy's Off, Educ, Hlth & Soc Svcs
(umbrella), Comm & Reg Affrs, Pub Safety

1986

Governor's Task Force on At Risk Youth: develop pobcy
recommendations for comprehensive dropout prevention
effort

Gov's Off, Educ, Hum Svcs (umbrella), Voc
Ed, Emplymt Security, business

Pre-School Education Program implement High Scope
model of early childhood education

Educ, Hum Svcs (umbrella), Voc Ed

1985

Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN): coordinate
ciesign and implementation of welfare reform effort

State and local committees

1988

Comprehensive Children's Services Steering Committee:
develop plan to improve Interagency coordination and
increase funding for services to at-risk youth; convent
meetings with human service agencies to foster
collaboration; increase public awareness

Educ, legislature, Juv Ct, others

1988

CSPA2 Dropout Prevention Academy Team: devekT
plan for dropout prevention

Educ, Hlth & Welfare (umbrella), Gov's
Off, Ernplyrrt Dev

IStawlevel eduation participants include the state education agency ("Educ" ix
Tub instrue ) and the State Board d Education ("St Fld of Educ") lea 1 -keel
partiOpans including schools and district administrative uruts are deviated
local Wm.' The configuration d hum.' smile *erne* vanes widely anwryg
awes Haman service morons which may he grouped together mane agate', or
!which racy he hotrod in semi* Agencies include social Nervies for children and

Hum Res, Educ, Ment Hlth/Ment Ret, Yth

2 Dunng OM, the Council ii State Manning Anmors, with funding from the
Department of Health and Human Services Londucted a %cries ti strategic planning
workshops at which gate teams developed pLini. for
,rut reduction and

pmennon in their state.

youth. -Auk" and familia% income insinienenoe or idler% health; substance Ain
and maid haaid trantal retardation. Generally so:along we have used the states

own dwAgnation, such as Human Rooms ("Hum Real, Humeri Services ( Hum
Soon or %Gbh and Sodal Services ("Hlth it Soc Svo"). We note 'umbrella"

elm an wel ammo al or virally all of the humeri service pavan

samosa awe. In tawny Mono% kcal burrow% service units are pert of die neer

amigo% sod so local parddpation wit not be dialwaid
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State

Date
Started

Colorado

Selected Examples

Participants

1983

State Institutional Child Abuse and Neglect Advisory
Committee: advise on handling of individual cases in
residential cam recommend policy changes, training, etc

Fduc, Illth, Insts, local sox svcs, others

1986

Governor's Staff Group on Teen Pregnancy: share

information

Soc Svcs, Educ, Hlth, Labor, higher ed,
Gov's Job Training Office

Cooperative Agreement on Services for Exceptional

Educ, Soc Svs

1986

Children

Connecticut

1987

State Interagency Coordinating Council advise on P.L
99.4573 implementation

Educ, Hlth, Insts, Soc Svcs, Legislature, loc
educ parents, others

1987

State Initiatives Groups: share information about special
initiatives on drug abuse, teen pregnancy, early childhood,
employment, dropout prevention

Educ, Filth, Gov's Off, others

1987

Birth to Three Council: plan and implement P. L 99457
service coordination

Educ, Hum Res, Hlth, Income Maint, Ch &
Yth Svcs, Ment Ret, Higher Educ, others

Interagency Youth at Risk Team: share informat......
about services for youth at risk

Educ, Ch & Yth Svcs, Hum Res, Income
Maint, Justice, Alc & Drug, Hlth, Job

1987

Training, Corms, Off of Policy & Mngmt

Delaware

1987

CI.iid Welfare Reform Interim Policy Advisory Council:
develop "family policy" to guide improvement of services
to children and families

Ch & Yth Svcs, Hum Res, Income Maint,
Educ, Hlth, Subs Abuse

1987

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Council: coordinate
community grants initiative with ongoing pr .rams

Hum Res, Income Maint, Ch & Yth Svcs,
Envcrunt, Gov's Off, Off of Policy & Mngmt

1987

Interagency Work Group on Urgent Relief for the
Homeless: coordinate McKinney Act4 planning

Hum Res, Housing, Income Maint, Ment
Filth, Ch & Yth Svcs, Hlth, Subs Abuse,
Educ, Off of Policy & Mngmt

1987

Poverty Work Group of the Governor's Human Services
Cabinet coordinate interagency policies

Incomt, Maint, Hum Res, Educ

1986

Governor's Commission on Work & the Family: develop
policy recommendations on day care and other issues
related to work/family

Filth & Soc Svcs, Ch Yth & Farms, Labor,
Pub Instruc, legislature, lx educ, others

1987

Children At Risk Committee: develop program
recommendations to reduce dropout rate

Pub Instruc, St 13d of Educ, Ch Yth & Fam,
Labor, higher ed, local educ, business

1987

Cooperative Agreement: coordinate services for
exceptional children (P.L 99457 and transition programs

Pub Instruc, Labor, Voc Ed, Voc Rehab

for older children)

Florida

1987

Delaware Youth 20W: conduct comprehensive
examination of problems of at-risk youth; create a
planning infrastructure

Ch Yth & Fam Hlth & Soc Svcs
Community Affairs, Pub Instruc, Libor

;987

Multiagency Service Network for Severely Emotionally
Disturbed Students: plan, implement, and evaluate

Educ, Hlth & Rehab Svcs (umbrella)

services on a region-specific basis

4The Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance At (P. L IC 77) included grants
to assist statt% in pnwidlng education for homeless children and youth.

3 P. L 99,457, which reauthonzed certain programs created by the Education of the
Handicapped Act (P. L 94142), also authorized an early intervennon program for
infants and toddlers with handicapping i.xx laicals. Under the new measure, in
ceder a) secure federal funds, a state ts required to establish an interagency council
to coordinate these prevention and early intervention service&

5The U. S. Departments of Labor and of Health and Human Services in June 1986
created a nationwide campaign called "Youth 2000." Under this campaign. grants
were provided to states to conduct public awaretms and planning actnines to
identify and address the needs of youth.
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State

Date
Started

Selected Examples

Participants

1988

Interagency Cooperative Agreement establish ongoing
structure and process for comprehensive joint priorityand policy-setting, and for policy imnkmentation

Educ, Hlth & Rehab Svcs (umbrella)

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team: develor,
plan for dropout prevention

Gov's Off, Filth & Rehab Svcs (umbrella),
Educ

Interdvartrnental Agreement on Services to Exceptional
and ithernative Education Students
Georgia

1984

1985

Interagency Committee on Transition: develop plan for
school-to-work transition of special needs adolescents
Interagency Committee for Exceptional Individuals:
coordinate services

1988

Educ, Voc Rehab, Hum Res (umbrella),
Correcs

Educ, Hum Res (umbrella), Correcs, Gov's

Off

Interagency Council for Early Intervention

(Pt 99-457)
Troubled Children Committee: arrange for and purchase
residential care for severely emotionally and/or
behaviorally d' ,curbed children; also local committees to

Hum Res (umbrella), Educ, local committees

resolve specific case issues and address local concerns

Governor's Task Force on Youth At Risk
Idaho

1979

Et!lic, St Bd of Educ, Hum Res (umbrella),
Labor, Gov's Off, legislators, others

Planning Committee for Children and Youth Servicts
(now Commission for Children and Youth): develop
goals and priorities for service delivery and encourage
interagency cooperation

Illinois

1982

Parents Too Soon: develop community-based programs
for teen parents to prevent child abuse and parenting

problems, and to redwe infant mortality; increase public
awareness (supporter, y a public-private fund called
"Ounce of Prevention")

38

Ch & Fam Svcs, Public Aid, 11 1th, Educ,
Emplymt Security, Pittway Corporation,
others

1985

Joint Services Children's Initiative: expand care options
for children with serious behavioral, emotional, or mental
disabilities

Ch & Fam Svcs, Ment Hlth/Dev Disab

1987

State Interagency Council on Early Education: advise on
P.L 99-457 implementation

Ch & Fam Svcs, Educ

1987

Governor's Class of 1999 Initiative: ilcvelop
comprehensive prevention program for youth at-risk

Gov's Off, Educ, Public Aid, Ch & Fam
Svcs, Filth, others

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team: develop
plan for dropout prevention

Gov's Off, Educ, Ch & Fam Svcs, Public
Aid, Commerce & Comm Affairs, local
educ, others

Indiana

1988

Children At Risk Program: develop dropout reduction
programs for pre-school through high school

Educ, with input from other agencies

Iowa

1987

Governor's Welfare Reform Council: implement state
initiatives, develop model welfare delivery system

Hum Svcs, Emplymt Svcs, Educ, Econ Dev,

Hum Rts, Mngmt

1987

Interagency Coordinating Council (P.L 99-457)

Educ, Pub Hlth, Hum Svcs, legislature,
parents, others

1988

Iowa Transition Initiative coordinate services for schoolto-adult transition of developmentally disabled
individuals

Hum Svcs, Educ (Spec Ed, Voc Rehab),
Emplymt Svcs, Gov's Dev Disab Council
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State

Kansas

Date
Started

Selected Examples

Participants

1988

Family Development and Self-Sufficiency Council: award
demonstration grants to provide family development
services to families at risk of long-term welfare
dependency; evaluate programs and make
recommendations to Governor and legislature

Hum Svcs, Pub Hlth, Hum Kts, current./
former welfare recipients, others

1988

Child Development Coordinating Council: develop
definition of at -risk; develop guidelines for child
development services for at-risk 3- and 4-year olds;
inventory services; award grants to programs that provide
new or additional services

Hum Rts, Educ, Hum Svcs, Pub Hlth, loc

1980

Children and Youth Advisory Committee evaluate and
report annually on level and quality of services, advise
Governor and legislature

Soc & Rehab Svcs, Hum Res, Educ, Hlth &
Envrtunt, legislature, courts, others

1980

Kansas Court/Education/Social and Rehabilitation
Services Liaison Committee resolve interagency problems

Educ, Soc & Rehab Svcs, Office of Judicial

Kansas State Unified Cooperative Coalition to Ensure
Educational Success (KAN-SUCCEED) identify
priorities and develop plan to reduce level of student
failure and dropout sponsor program initiative; develop

Educ, Soc & Rehab Svcs, Hlth & Envrnmt,
Hum Res

1988

educ, parents, othL,

Administration

state standards and guidelines for local school districts

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

1986

Governor's Interagency Council on Early Childhood
Education and Development coordinate policy and
planning administer model grant program; develop
uniform data base

Gov, St Bd of Educ, Hum Res (umbrella),
others

1988

CSPA Dropoput Prevention Academy Team: develop
plan for dropout prevention

Hum Res (umbrella), Educ, others

1988

Kentucky Integrated Delivery Syst I (KIDS) place
human service agency personnel in , ;.hoofs; initiate
broader coordination of resources to meet educational
and personal needs of children

Hum Res (umbrella), Educ, others

1986

Task Force on Dropouts provide advice to Dept of
Educ and explore opportunities for collaboration

Educ, St Bd of Elem & Sec Educ, Gov's Off,

1988

Project for State and Local Action to Ensure Education
Success for Children and Youth At Risk develop state
statute guaranteeing education at.; related set vices;
sponsor interagency training conferences to foster
collaboration (CCSSO grant 6)

Educ, St Bd of Elem & Sec Educ, Labor,
Hlth & Hum Res, Correcs, local educ,
unions, others

1986

Advisory Committee on Truancy, Dropouts and
Alternative Education

Educ & Cultural Svcs, Hum Svcs
(umbrella), Ment Hlth/Ment Ret, Labor,

Hlth & Hum Re unions, others

Correcs, local schools, others
1987

Human Resources Development Council: coordinate
programs (established by Governor)

6In 1988, the Council of Chief State School Officers awarded grants of up to
$40,000 to eleven states to assist the education department in working with other
Nate agencies to achieve the objectives of the Council's policy statement, "Assunng

School Success for Students At Risk" The eleven states include California,
Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Wisconnn.
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State

Date
Started

Maryland

Selected Examples

Participants

1978

State Coordinating Committee coordinate services to
handicapped children in residential placement

Educ, Hum Res, Hlth & Ment Hygiene, Juv
Svcs, Gov's Off of Ch & Yth

1984

Interdepartmental Committee on Teen Pregnancy
promote cooperation at state and local level; sponsor
annul conference; develop statewide communications
network provide incentive grants to local education

Hum Res, Hlth & Ment Hygiene, Educ, Juv
Svcs, Econ & Emplymnt Dev, Gov's Off of

Ch & Yth

agencies
1986

Governor's Council on Adolescent Pregnancy promote
interagency coordination and public awareness; monitor
progress toward goals set by 1985 Governor's Task Force;
develop policy recommendations

Gov's Off of Ch & Yth, Hum Res, Educ,
Filth & Ment Hygiene, Econ & Emplymt
Dev, Bdgt & Fiscal Planning, higher educ,

Governor's Sub-Cabinet coordinate programs for
children and youth

Educ, Hum Res, Hlth & Ment Hygiene, Juv

1987

Governor's Interagency Council for Children: plan
P. L 99-457 implementation

Educ, Hum Res, Filth & Ment Hygiene,
Gov's Off of Ch
Yth

1988

Interagency Model Program Planning Committee design
pilot community service program for at-risk families
(Annie E Casey Foundation child welfare reform
Pluiect7)

Hum Res, Educ, Hlth & Men Hygiene, Juv

Commonwealth Futures Steering Committee and
Workpoup: provide oversight and implementation
support to dmpout prevention and reentry effort that
emphasizes local community initiatives

Educ, Offc of Training and Emp Policy, Yth
Svcs, Pub Well, Gov's Off, others

1987

Governor's Commission on Employment of the
Handicapped: promote public awareness

Educ, Soc Svcs, others

1987

Inter-Secretariat Task Force coordinate activities and
resources for early childhood and child care

13 state agencies

1988

Interagency Agreement to allow foster parents to be
education advocates for foster children

Educ, Soc Svcs

Early Childhood Ad Hoc Advisory Committee develop

St 13d of Educ, Soc Svcs, Pub Hlth, Ment
Hlth, higher ed,
erltsc, others

1987

Massachusetts 1986

Michigan

1985

Svcs

standards for preschool programs
1986

local govts, legislature, citizens

Michigan Interagency Committee on the Black Child:
conduct series of conferences to examine state policies;
develop recommended programmatic strategies to address
crisis faced by black children

Svcs, local agencies, Gov's Off of Ch & Yth

St 13d of Educ, Lt Gov, Ment filth, Educ,
Pub Hlth, Agriculture, Civil Rights,
Commerce, Correa, Labor. Management &
Budget, Soc arcs, Transp, State Police, Nat
Resources, Sec of State

1988

1988

Michigan Human Services Cabinet Task Force on Youth
Services review current agency responsibilities; develop
principles for delivery system; designate services which
should be administered by a single agency, recommend a
consolidated funding strategy

Soc Svcs, Educ, Ment Filth, Commerce, Pub
Filth, Gov's Off, Civil Rights, Management

State Interagency Coordinating Council for Handicapped
Infants and Toddlers advocate for target population;
review services and recommend improvements (P.L 99457)

Educ, Soc Svcs, Pub Filth, Ment Filth, others

711w Annie E Casey Foundation is funding a demonstration child welfare reform
project, with an objective of reshaping the current system to emphasize community-

& Budget

lived early intervention and prevention. The project is directed by the Center for
the Study of Social Policy, which provides technical assistance to participating states.
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State

Date
Started

Selected Examples

Participants

Maternal and Child Health Task Force recommend state
nohcy changes coordinate program data

Pub Hlth, Soc Svcs, Educ, Ment Hid,
Management & Budget

Interagency Migrant Services Committee coordinate
service delivery (also regional interagency councils)

Educ, Soc Svcs, Labor, Pub Filth, Civil bits,
Emplymt Security, others

1982

State Interagency Early Childhood Interymnon Steering
Committee develop interagency policy requiring services
for young handicapped children; identify agency
responsibilities; coordinate programs

Educ, Filth, Hum Svcs (umbrella),
consumers, advocates, providers

1984

Interagency Agreement develop comprehensive plans for
early intervention for handicapped youngsters and those
at risk of handicapping conditions; conduct needs
assessment provide training to local interagency
committees

Educ, Filth, Hum Svcs (umbrella)

1987

Interagency Agreement on Early Childhood Intervention:
continue and expand efforts started with 1984 agreement;
facilitate implementation of P. L 99.457

Educ, Filth, Hum Svo. (umbrella)

1987

Interagency Ad Hoc Task Force on Adolescent
Pregnancy: share information; identify problems and
recommend solutions; provide technical assistance to local
communities

Filth, Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ, Jobs &
Trng, Office of Jobs Policy, State Planning

1988

Youth 2000 'Wyk: , Committee advise lead agency on
project, which will provide planning grants to local
communities

Office of Jobs Policy, Hid% Hum Svcs
(umbrella), Educ, Correcs, State Planning
others

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team develop
plan for dropout nrevention

Educ, State Planning, Hum Svcs (umbrella),
Conaxs, Cods Off, legislature, others

1988

Children's Policy Academy: develop state policy
framework an-..4 unified budget proposal

Educ, Finance, State Planning, Hum Svcs
Policy,
(umbrella), Lt Gov, Office of
Jobs & Trng, legislature, local educ, others

Council on Children, Youth, and Families advise
Governor and legislature on cross-agency issues

Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ, Finance, Jobs
Pub Svc, Correa., State Planning
&

Interagency Team on Child Abuse and Neglect develop
interagency policy and programming conduct interagency
training

Pub Safety, Filth, Educ, l hum Svcs
(umbrella), Correcs, State Planning Atty
Gent courts, others

Child and Adolescent Service System Program
(CAASSP)8: develop needs assessment of children in
need of mental health services; implement case
management system; coordinate local information-shanng
councils

Ment filth, Educ. Filth, Pub Welfare,

1988

Minnesota

Mississippi

1984

1984

Juvenile Justice Task Force develop policy and
orpnizationai recommendations on broad range of
children's issues, especially abuse

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy team: develop plan
for dropout prevention

811e Child and Adolescent Servar Pnyram (CAASSP) ts a Nation.J muttons oi
Mental Health pmiect to mallow the devekvment of state and local plans for
addressing the mental health need. of seriously ermin rUy dstrurhed children rrJ
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hospitals, azkocates, others

G,n's Off, hiss, 111th, Pub Wltare, higher
ed, Go 's Off of Fed-St Prop

tooth Among the printmlo. midi rising l AASSP multi -'.sin wordination
meet the raw neet thew tour ten and their trnuhet.

tip
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State

Missouri

Date
Started

Selected Examples

Participants

1988

Assuring an Education for Homeless Chiadren:
coordinate McKinney Act planning

Educ, Pub Welfare, Hlth, Gay's Off of FedSt Pro, Ment Hlth, loc govt, others

1988

Building Bridges for Success: promote public awareness
about problems of at-risk youth; develop and gain passage
of a state educational entitlements statute (CCSSO grant)

Educ, Pub Welfare, Ment Filth, Gov's Off,
Gov's Off of Fed-St Prop, Public Filth

1988

Interagency Coordinating CounciL advise lead agency on
P. L 99-457 services

Gov's Off of Fed-St Progs,
Ment
Educ, Pub Welfare, advocates, others

1983

Children's Services Commission: encourage and facilitate
coordination; develop an integrated state plan

Elem & Sec Educ, Soc Svcs, Filth, Ment
Juv Ct, legislature

1988

Neonatal Intensive Care Project develop P.L 99-457

Elem & Sec Educ, Filth, local providers

services

Nebraska

1988

Caring Communities coordinate service delivery in target
communities

1987

Intergovernmental and Community Planning Process:
develop a state plan for achieving a public policy to
strengthen families establish pilot community-based
Family Preservation Teams

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team: develop

Soc Svcs, Gov Off, Educ, local educ

plan for dropout prwrion
Nevada

Elem & Sec Educ, Hith, Soc Svcs (umbrella)

1986

Statewide Task Force on At Risk Youth: establish
cortmon definitions and data collection procedures;
del clop policy recommendations based on "what works"

Educ Hum Res (umbrella), Emplymc
Security, Job Training, Bur Alc & Drug
Abuse, local educ

1987

interagency Coordinating Course& plan and implement
P. L 99-457 service coordination

Eudc, Hum Res (umbrella), higher 4
others

New
Hampshire

1987

Interagency Team develop services for children with
special needs

Educ, Filth & Hum Svcs (umbrella)

New Jersey

1983

Governor's Committee on Children's Services Planning
serve as problem-solving group on planning and
coordination of services; develop recommendations for
service additions and improvements; promote public
awareness

Hum Svcs (umbrella), Hlth, Coffees, Labor,
Educ, Public Advocate, Commty Affairs,
Courts, voluntary agencies, others

1985

Governor's Task Force on Services to Disabled Persons
develop recommendations to improve service system

Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ, Filth, Pub
Safety, Correcs, Transprtn, Commty Affairs,
Higher Ed, Labor, Public Advocate,
voluntary agencies, business, citizens

1987

School Based Youth Services provide comprehensive
support services to help adolescents stay in school

Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ, local edoc, local
providers

State Job Training Coordinating Council At-Risk-Youth
Task Force develop recommendations fur reducing

Educ, tabor, Coffees, Hum Svcs (umbrella),
business, others

youth unemploment
New
Made()

1986

National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse/
New Minim Chapter coordinate child abuse prevention

Gov's Off, Hum Svcs, Educ, Hlth &
Envmmt, Coffees, others

efforts
1987
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Governor's Cabinet Council on Children aad Youth:
identify priorities; establish common data base develop
programs with emphasis on F revendon

Gov's Off, Hum Svcs, Educ, Hlth
Envmmt, Correcs, others

ti 5

State

Date
Started
1988

Selected Examples

Participants

*Joining Forces" 9 Committee identify existing programs
for at risk youth; provide assistance to local school
districts undertaking reform effort work with Governor's
Cabinet Council

Educ, Plum Svcs, Hlth & Envrrunt, Correcs

joint Powers Agreement clarify responsibility for

Hum Svcs, Hlth & Envrrunt

licensing of child care facilities

New York

1977

Governor's Council on Children and Families develop
more efficient services by convening discussions, resolving
issues, and coordinating programs

1984

Governor's Task Force on Adolescent Pregnancy: analyze
current servirar, advise Governor and legislature on state
policy and Program develoPment promote development
of preventive strategies; develop guidelines for allocation
of new program dollars to fund local projects

1985

PINS Diversion State Interagency team: approve local
plans for coordinated, community-based services to
troubled youth

Soc Svcs, (umbrella), Educ, Div of Crim just,

Council on Ch & Fans, Ment Hlth, others

Advisory Committee on Runaway and Homeless Youth:
assist lead agency in developing regulations for new
program and in coordinating resources

Soc Svs (umbrella), Educ, Div for You 11,

1985

GovernofS Commission on Domestic Violence
Interagen Committee coordinate funding and contract
management provide technical assistance

Correcs, Labor, Crim Just, Educ, Human
Rua, Hlth, Div for Youth, Housing 61.
Community Development, Alcoholism,
others

1986

Vocational Education Project and Welfare Education
Program provide education, training, and support
services for AFDC recipients

Educ, Soc Svcs, (umbrella)

1987

Community Schools Task Force develop guidelines and
review applications for new grants program to assist
elementary schools in becoming the base for provision of
wide range of services; assist in securing cooperation of
other agencies advise lead agency

Educ, Soc Svcs [umbrella), citizens, others

1987

Youth At Risk and Community Partnership Grants:
promote coordination of school and community
resources for youth at risk of not completing school

Educ (administering agency)

1984

Adolescent Parenting Program: develop model programs
for serving adolescent parents

Hum Res 'umbrella), local educ

1987

Governor's Commission for the Family: develop and
promote policy recommendations for smengthening

1985

North

Council on Ch & Fams, Soc Svcs
(umbrella), Bloc, higher educ, legislature,
local govt, voluntary agencies, others

Carolina

Div for Hos sitg and Community
Development, Council on Ch & Fams

families

North
Dakota

1988

At-Risk Children and Youth Task Fo...4 Conduct needs
assessment conduct statewide coniennice develop policy
and legislative recommendations (CCSSO grant)

Pub lnstruc, St Bd of Educ, Hum Res,
Community Colleges, others

1986

Children and Adolescents At Risk Commission (CAAR)
develop comprehensive policy recommendations to
address needs across all sectors

Gov's Off, state agencies, advocates, private
citizens

9116 corn enure was established when the mate departments received NASSE's
announcement of the projem Through the committee, the departments worked
sagsder so complete the army, and have agreed so explore poreibk avenues of
joint anion.
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State

Date
Started
1987

Selected Exampks

Participants

Children's Services Coordinating Committee implement
CAAR recommendations

Lt Gov (chair), Hum Svcs, PuS Instnr,
Insts, Atty Gerd, Hlth (includes Ment filth).
Voc Educ, Indian Affairs, others

Ohio

Oklahoma

1988

Families First design and implement a model child
welfare system (Annie E Casey Foundation child welfare
reform project)

Gov's Off, Hum Svcs, Pub Instruc, has,
filth (includes Met.. filth)

1982

Governor's Early Intervention Council: design a
comprehensive service system for parents and children
age 04

Educ, Hum Svcs, HIdt, Ment I-11th, Ment
Ret, others

1988

Education 2000 Commission: advise on ways to improve
education

Ft Bd of Educ, local educ, businesr,
legislature ex officio Hum Svcs, Educ,
hidter educ, Gods Off, Budg & Mngmt,
Taxation

Interagency Task Force coordinate services for children

Hum Svcs, Ment filth. filth

1983

adjudic:vd "in need of treatment"

Oregon

1985

State Interagency Child Abuse Prevention Task Fore m
coordinate prevention activities (local task forces also
established)

1985

Integrated Services Project coordinate services to increase
family self-sufficiency, using a case management/client
agreement approach; develop common taxonomy and
resource directoryl°

1987

Governor's Task Force review evaluate and make
recommendations to improve children's services

1988

Child Deaths Study Task Force examine child fatalities
and recommend ways to reduce number

1983

Youth Coordinating Council: review needs of youth at
risk of chronic unemployment recommend program and
policy improvement; finance and entourage adoption of
model progams

Educ, Hum Res (umbrella), Job Training,
Juv Svcs, local educ, local govt, others

1Q85

Human Resources/Education Policy Council: advise
department heads, especially on programs for children at
risk and or. development of alternative and community
programs improve interdepartmental coordination

Educ, Hum Res (umbrella)

1987

Student Retention Initiative (SR4 help school districts
start programs for at-risk youth; promote replication of
successful models; operate competitive grant program;
improve state agency and local level .ollaboradon

Hum Res (umbrella), Educ, Job Training,
Juv Svcs, local planning groups

1988

Children's Agenda: create local task forces to inventory
services for children, identify needs, and recommend state
and local action; develop Governor's budget submission
based on local plans (extension of SRI to focus on

Hum Svcs, Filth, Ment Filth, Pub Instruc,
Emplymt Security, Commerce, JTPA, higher
ed, voluntary agencies, others

Younger ages)
1988

Welfare Reform Task Force recommend changes in

Hum Res (umbrella), Educ, legislature,
others

welfare system to promote self-sufficiency

MUnder Section 1 136 of P. L 98469. the U.S. Deportment of Health and
Human Services funded five watt &motivation project, deigned to teat how
Nervice imegratkin" could promote famdy adfiufficiency and reduoe lonwterm
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welfare dependency. The five Nam Mu& Mama Florida Maim. adshonla.
and South Carolina Initial funding was provided to own di 1985 .nd final
evaluation of the prow) it ki be completed in late 19019.
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State

Date
Started

Pennsylvania 1985

1987

Puerto

1987

Rico

Selected Examples

Participants

Child and Adolescent Service System Program
(CAASSP) Policy Committer develop a coordinated
system of care at the local level for children and
adolescents with serious mental illness and for their
families

Pub Welf (umbrella), Educ, Juv Ct, Gov's
Off of Policy Development, others

Successful Students' Partnership Advisory Council:
develop policy and legislative recommendations; promote
public awareness (CCSSO grant)

Educ, Hlth, Pub Welfare (umbrella), Labor,
Car way Affairs, local elk, business, others

Agreement on Early Intervention for Preschool
Handicapped Children

Educ, Hlth, Pub Welf

Agreement on Transition of Handicapped Students from
School to Work

Educ, Labor & Industry

Student Assistance Program: train core teams to work in
schools on substance abuse, suicide

Educ, Filth, Pub Welf

Diagnostic and Performance Alternatives for Out-ofSchool Youngstere locate 24,000 students who have
dropped out in last two years and develop alternative
programs for theta provide interdisciplinary support

Soc Svcs, Educ, Justice: related agencies

include Filth, Drug & Ak Abuse Prev,
Labor, Hum Res, Agriculture, Sports & Rec.
Youth Affairs, business; also local
conunittees

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team; develop
plan for dropout prevention

Gov's Off, Soc Svcs, Justice, Sports & Rec,
Educ

1988

Agreement Between the South Carolina Departments of
Education and Social Services define common
philosophical twat for Child Protective Services; establish
procedures for handling abuse and neglect define
"educational tinker; provide for reciprocal training and
exchange of information

Educ, Sac Svcs

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team; develop
plan for dropout prevention

Budget & Control, Educ, Soc Svcs, Ak &
Drug Abuse, local educ, others

South
Dakota

1988

Governor's Conference on Youth At Risk promote
awareness and facilitate development of local strategies

co.plamets/sponsors: Mk Vox Educ,

Tennessee

1985

VICTORY NETWORK coordinate employment.
education and training services to AFDC and Food

Hum Svcs, Educ (Basic Ed and Vox Ed),
Labor, Emplymt Security; also local
interagency committees

South
Carolina

Stamp recipients
1986

Responsible Adolescent Parenting (RAP): provkles
services to children in foster care to prevent pregnancy
and to teen parents on AFDC to keep them in school
and prevent child abuse and long-term welfare
dependency; promote public awareness

1987

Interdepartmental Homeless Committee coordinate

Labor, Educ & Cultural Affairs, Indike
Affiars, Atty Genl, Soc Svcs, Coutes, others

Hum Svcs, local educ, local health providers,
others

services

Texas

1987

Interagency Coordinating Counek advise Dept. of
Education on needs of handicapped toddlers (P L 99.
457)

1979

Communities in &hook provide onecomone counseling
ar..1 other services to help high-risk youngans stay in
school, using agency staff located on school site
(adaptation of Cities in Schools model)
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St Bd ot Educ, Educ, Hum Res, local educ.
Emplymt Commission, business
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She

Date
Starte4

Selected Examples

Participants

Interagency Council on Early Childhood Intervention:
establish direction of Foram; determine allocation of
resources (P. L 99-457)

Educ, Ment Hlth/Ment. !let. Hlth. Hum

1986

Teen Parent Initiative (TPI) Interagency CounciE advise
Dept. of Human Services on pmject to promote selfsufficiency of ',regnant and parenting teens and teens at
risk of becom
patents project includes a statewide
forum to pro aote public awareness and develop action
stratagies and 5-year pilot projects to develop a model of
comprehend, e services

Hum Svcs, Educ, Emplymnt, H1tn, Ment
Hldi/Ment Ret, Any Gerd

1986

At-Risk Youth Resource Assistance Agreement improve
coordination to identify dropouts and students at risk of
dropping out and to provide appropriate education,
training, and employment saviour provide technical
assistance to local commtmidta create improved data and
tracking systems on dropouts

Educ, Commerce/JTPA

1987

Interagency Coordinating CounciE coordinate policies
and services for students who are at risk of Dropping out

Educ, Commerce, Hum Svcs. Emplytunt,
Higher Ed, Correa, Ak & Drug Abuse,

1986

Svcs

or who have dropped out

hen

1987

Procedures and Understandings for Serving Students
Placed in Community Cam Hemet coordinate and
provide more effective educational services; improve crow
agency consnunication

Educ, Youth Commission

1987

Inter - Agency Agreement for the Provision of Statewide
Transition Services develop a system to provide school-

Educ, Rehab, Ment HlthiMent Ret

toduk Lansidon services for persons with disabilities

Utah

1988

School -Age Pavane,/ Ptevention Advisory COrllillitt2C
expand membership of TM Interagency Councik advise
Department of Human Services on project

Hum Svcs, Educ, Etnplymnt, Hlth, Ment
Mt/ Ment Ret, Arty Genk adds business,
private sector, citizen representatives

1975

Joint Interagency Coordinating Council discuss issues of
mutual concern

Educ, Soc, Svcs, filth, Rehab

1982

Youth m Custody Program: coordinate services to youth
in institutions and, using local advisory councjs, to youth
being returned to the community from institutions

State Bd of Educ, Soc Svcs

State Ad Hoc Homeless Planning Committee coordinate
services

filth, Soc Svcs, Job Svcs, Commty & Eton
Dev, Education, business, voluntary agencies

1987

Interagency Coordinating Council (P. L 99-457)

Educ, Hith, Soc Svcs, parents, others

1987

Governor's Task Force
age Pregnancy
Prevention analyze nature and extent of problem and
existing strategiea promote public awarenest develop
recommendations for Governor, legislature, and state and

Soc Svcs, Educ, St Bd of Educ, Gov's Off,
HIth. legislature, others

1986

local agencies

Vermont

46

1985

Drug Abuse Prevention develop implement and
evaluate a comprehensive K-12 curriculum

Educ, Soc Svcs, Hid,

Child and Adolescent Service System Program
(CAASSP) improve delivery and coordination of services
for youth age 418 with severe emotional discus.' aloe:
develop System of Care modek includes Interagency
Cooperative Agsement

Agency of Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ, local
interagency teams
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State

Date
Started
1906

Selected Examples

Participants

Governor's Task Force for the Prevention of Teenage
Pregnancy: review existing programs and develop
recommendations for actions needed; renewed to monitor

Agency of Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ,

Emplymnt & Try, Filth, voluntary
agencies, others

progress
1986

Reach Up promote longterm eelfsufficiency of single
patents receiving AFDC through program of education,
training and employment, and through extended support
services for transition period

Agency of Hum Svcs, (umbrella), Emplymnt
& Tffig, Educ, higher ed. others

1986

Dependent Care Grant Program: expand referral system
and increase school age child care service% sponsor
information conference (Federal Dependent Care

Agency of Hum Svcs (umbrella), Educ

Programil)

Virginia

1987

Project for State and Local Action to EnMur Education
Success for Children and Youth at Risk promote public
awareness; develop pilot comprehensive service models in
two districts; conduct statewide forum (CCSSO grant)

Educ, Emplymt & Trtw, Gov's Off, Agency
of Human Svcs (umbrella), Ale & Subs
Abuse, legislature, others

1988

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team: develop
plan for dropout prevention

Educ, Hum Svcs, Gov's Off, Emplymt &
Training, others

1975

Governor's Advisory Board on Child Abase and Neglect
periodically evaluate status of prevention, identification
and treatment efforts; develop recommendations for
Governor and legislature

Soc Sm, Filth, Educ, M..r.t Hlth/Ment Ret,
Dept for Children, Any Gen:, Yth Svcs

1986

Commonwealth Alliance for Drug Rehabilitation and
Education (CADRE): through state and local councils,
develop and implement a .coordinated plan to reduce
juvenile drug and alcohol abuse

19E6

Interagency Coordinating Council on Delivery of Related
Services to Handicapped Children: develop interagency
plan for services; foster and facilitate local cooperation;
resolve systemic and interagency problems identify gaps
and duplication

Any Genl, Educ, Ment Hlth. Ment Ret, Soc
Svcs

Educ, Soc Svcs, Coffees, Hlth, Rehab Svcs,

Ment Hlth/Ment Ret, Housing & Comm
Dev, Dept for Children, others

1987

Consortium of Child-Serving Agencies; administer
Interagency Pod (small amount of new resources) for
severely emotionally disturbed children

Soc Svcs, Correa., Educ, Ment Nth 'Ment
Ret 'Subs Abuse, Dept for Children

1987

Statewide Council on Infant Mortality: exchange
information; report annually to Gswtmor on promising
initiatives

Ment Filth Ment Ret 'Subs Abuse, Filth,
Soc. Svcs, Educ, Med Assist, Dept for

Children, others

1987

Virginia Council on Coordinating Prevention: develop
comprehensive plan for action to promote healthy
lifestyles, responsible parenthood, healthy mothers and
babies, positive child and youth devdopment, positive
family life, gainful employment and literacy, independent
living, and a safe environment

Awing, Dept for Children, Educ, Hkh, Soc
S%cs, Corms, Med Assist, Ment Hlth 'Ment
Ret/Subs Abuse, others

1988

State Interagency Coordinating Councik advise lead
agency on development of PL L 99-457 system

Ment Hlth/Ment Ret Subs Abuse, Elm,

CSPA Dropout Prevention Academy Team develop
plan for dropout prevention

Educ, St Bd of Educ, Soc Svcs, Tramp &
Pub Safety, Emplymnt, local schools

1988

Illth, Soc Svcs, Dept for Children, Med
Assist, others

legislature
care for them More or after lehild, and hi derwmtnate information on the

11 A Mb omnibus human service measure. P. L 99-426. mauthorned the We. al
Dependent Care PR:WM This measure provides 76% fedend masching sans to
awe so an up child we prawns for school-aged childien who have no one to

..vailahilav of child care.
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Date
Started

Selected Examples

Participants

1983

Interagency Council promote interagency 000rclinanon of
prevention and intervention services for handicapped
youngstets (originally covering ages 3-5, expanded to
include infants and toddlers per P. L 99-457)

111th , Educ, Hum Svcs

1986

Child and Adolesoent Service System Program
(CAASSPk implement interagency agreement to develop
therapeutic foster care program for severely emotionally
disturbed youngsters

Hum Svcs, Educ, Hhh, others

1987

Task Force on Sexual Abuse coordinate agency efforts
promote public awarenes

1988

Adolescents Networking Services V;hich Encourages
Responsibility (ANSWERk coordinate teenage
pregnancy and parenting efforts

Educ, Pub Safety, Hum Svcs, Filth. Labor,
legislature

Hlth, Hum Svcs, Educ (organized by
voluntary agency, which is a member)

Drug Policy Task Force: develop plan to expend new
resources for combatting drug abuse

Washington

1982

1983

Soc & Filth Svcs (umbrella), Pub Instruc,
others

School-Based Primary Intervention Project detect and
address social and emotional problems of children in
kindergarten through thinl grade to prevent later learning
difficulties

Soc & Filth Svcs (umbrella), Pub how,

1986

Joint Agreement Between the State Superintendent of
Education and the Secretary of Social and Health
Services affinn top level commitment to develop and
support joint initiatives for children and families create
joint staff group to assess current activities and propose
new efforts

Soc & Filth Svcs (umbrella), Pub Instruc

1987

Partnerships for the Future (conferencek share
infonnaem about local interagency efforts on behalf of
childn with handicapping conditions

Pub It-saw, Soc & Filth Svcs (umbtella).

Youth 2000: conduct regional and state conferences to
promote public awareness and develop strategies to

Soc & Filth Svcs (umbrella), Pub Instruc,
Community Development, Emplymt

address problems of r,uth

Security, others

Child and Adolescent Service System Project (CAASSPk
develop a comprehensive, coordinated Family-focused
service system for chronically emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents

others

Statewide Steering Committee on Adolescent Pregnancy
Prevention and Child Cue: promote public awareness
coordinate use of 1151041ICCS

others

Child Care Planning and Development Gramm expand
local miensl services and school-age childcare in school
facilities (Federal Dependent Care grant)

Soc & Filth Svcs (umbrella), Pub instruc,
others

Medley Management Team: under court order, °venter
delstitutionaleation of developmentally disabled youth
and creation of community-based services

Educ, Hum Svcs, Rehab Svc.
Advocacy Organization

1988

West
Virginia

Birth to Six Planning Project expand and coordinate
services to handicapped youngsters (originally covering
ages 3-5, extended to infants and toddlers per P. L 99-457
in 1986)

Educ, Police, Hum Svcs, Justice, otters

1981
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local educ, conunty ,rent hhh

others

Soc & Filth Svcs (umbrella), Pub Instruc,

Soc & Filth Svc (umbrella), Pub Instruc,

State

Date
Started

Selected Examples

Participants

1984

Adolesoert Pregnancy and Parenting State Task Faroe:
identify principles and components of comprehensive
service system; promote public awareness

Hlth, Educ, Hum Svcs, local schools,
voluntary agenaes, others

1987

Governor's Council on Children and Youth; develop
recommendations to improve service delivery and
Mayas collaboration and cooperation

Corrers, Hum Svcs, Lux, Voc Rehab,
Culture & History (advisory group Includes
others)

1987

Project Homecoming return severely emotionally
disturbed children from out-of-state placements to W. Va .
community -based programs identify new resources and
better ways to we current resources to accomplish this

Hum Svcs, Hlth, Educ

Interagency Coordinating Council (P. L 99-457)
Wisconsin

1985

Youth Suicide Prevention Councik advise State
Superintendent of Public Instruction; develop cooperative
training, materials and technical assistance programs

Pub Instruc, Hlth & Soc Svcs (umbrella),
Council on Crim Just, local education

1985

CHOICES Committee coordinate state agency program
development for adolescent girls award grants to
encourage local cooperative planning

Hlth & Sac Svcs (umbrella), Pub lnstruc,
Industry Labor & Hum Rels, blither ed,

1985

1986

Youth Employment Committee coordinate policy and
program development
Children at Risk Initiative require local plans re services
for children at risk and provide resources for
implementation; foster local collaboration; Intra-Agency

others
1-11th & Soc Svcs (umbrella), Pub lnstruc,

Industry Labor & Hum Rels
Pub Instruc, Filth & Soc Sv's (umbrella),

Gov's Off, 6i:11cm:other

Committee on Children At Risk arks Dept. of Public
Instruction in implementation, including development of
a resource guide (succeeded Youth Employment
Committee)
1986

Inter-Agency Work Group for Dropout Prevention and

Pub lnstruc, 1-11th & Soc Svcs (umbrella),

Youth Employment assess existing services and research;
develop policy recommendations for serving children at

Gov's Off, Industry Labor & Hum Rels, St
Bd for Voc Tech St Adult Ed, legislature

risk (CCSSO grant)

Wyoming

1988

Leamfare encourage self-sufficiency by linking AFDC
benefit receipt and school anenciance

1987

Early Intervention Council (P. L 99-457)

ra 2

Hlth & Soc Svcs (umbrella), Edw., lam
enforcement, juv justit..
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